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POPULAR TALES.
Above, below, in ocean, air and sky, 
Thv fairy worlds, Imagination, lie.
TIIE STONY HEART.
•TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF I1AUFF 
ALTERATIONS.
WITH
[ C o n c l u d e d . ]
But scarcely had he said this when the littl 
'Glass man grew and increased, and became 
» tall and broad, and his eyes looked as large as 
.a soup plate, and his month like a hot oven, 
and flames came out of it. Peter threw him­
self upon his knees and his stony heart did not 
prevent him from feeling his limbs tremble like 
-an aspen leaf. The wood spirit took him as 
if with eagle’s claws by the neck, twirled him 
round like a dry leaf in a whirlwind, threw 
him on the ground, and made his bones snap.
‘Earth-worm;’ cried he in a voice like thun- 
-der, ‘I could crush you if I would, for you have 
-spoken against the Lord of the forest; but on 
account of this dead woman who has given 
me food and drink, I give you eight days res- 
jiite. If you do not repent I will return and 
break every bone in your body, and you shall 
go hence in your sins.’
It was already evening, when some men pas­
sing by, saw rich Peter Munk lying on the 
ground. They turned him over and over, and 
tried to discover whether there was breath in 
him, but for a long time they sought in vain. 
At last one of them went into the house and 
brought out water and sprinkled him. Then 
Peter drew a long breath, sighed, opened hi:; 
eves,looked (or along time about him,and asked 
iifter Lisbeth, but no one had seen her. He 
Thanked the men for their assistance, went in­
to his house and looked about, but his wife 
Lisbeth was not to be found in the parlor or 
the cellar, and what he had thought to be a 
frightful dream was the bitter truth.
While he was now all alone, strange 
thoughts came over him; he feared nothing, 
for his heart was cold : but when he remem­
bered the death of his wife, his own death j
‘W hat will you have, Peter Munk?’ said| worm, and 
he, with a harsh voice.
‘I have one wish more of the three you 
promised me, master treasure keeper,’ said 
Peter, his eyes cast down.
‘Can hearts of stone still wish ?’ said the 
other, ‘you have every thing your wretched 
spirit needs, and I can hardly fulfil your 
wish.’
‘You promised me three wishes, I have one 
remaining to name.’
‘I can refuse it, if it is foolish,’ replied the 
wood spirit, ‘but go on, I will hear what you 
have to say.’
‘Then take away this dead stone, and give 
me my living heart,’ said Peter.
‘Did I make a bargain with you ?’ said the 
little glass man, ‘am I Dutch Michael, who 
gave you riches and a cold heart ? You must 
seek your heart of him.’
‘Ah, he will never give it back to me,’ said 
Peter, sadly.
'I pity you, bad as you are,’ said the little 
man, after some consideration ‘But because 
your wish is not foolish I cannot refuse you 
my help, so listen.
‘You cannot regain your heart by power, but 
you may do it by cunning, and it may not be 
very difficult for you, for Michael will always 
be stupid Michael, though he thinks himself 
very wise. So go directly to him, and do just 
as I tell you.’ He now explained every thing 
to him, and gave him a little crucifix of pure 
glass. ‘He cannot hurt your life,’ said he,
‘and he will let you go free, if you hold it 
before him, and pray to God with all your 
heart. And if you get what you desire, come 
again to me at this place.’
Peter Munk took the crucifix, repeated over 
what the glass man had told him, so that he 
need not forget it, and went to Dutch Mich­
ael’s house. He pronounced his name three
ighed and groaned, and all thej tied through the pines and some of the pine; bogs; before the traveller it dreary prospect of
ice and reeds ; at his back the unknown woods 
he had just left. He had wandered far from 
the road and had lost his way.
hearts there began to quiver and beat, so that apples fell on the grass. ‘I will keep these to 
it sounded as if one were in a clock-maker’s remember you by,’ said Peter, ‘since you will
shop. But Peter was in a great fear, all his 
courage forsook him, he ran out of the cham­
ber, and out of the house, and driven by his 
anxiety, he climbed up the rocks ; for he heard
not allow me to see you,’ and he picked up 
the apples and put them in his pocket, and 
went home. But when he took off his Sun­
day coat, and liis mother turned the pockets
Michael who was recovering himself, stamp- before putting it away in the chest, there fell
ing and shouting, and sending fearful curses 
after him. When he reached the top, he ran 
to the pine grove ; a fearful storm arose, the 
lightning fell on the right and on the left, and 
trees were thrown down, but he escaped the 
danger and reached the grounds of the little 
glass man safely.
His heart heat joyfully, and then again be­
cause it had no power to beat. He looked 
back upon his life, as upon the storm which 
had destroyed the beautiful forest on the right 
and left behind him. He thought on his wife 
Lisbeth, his fair good wife,whom he had mur­
dered out of avarice. He looked on himself 
as an outcast from men, and he was weeping 
violently when.he reached the glassman’s hill.
The treasure keeper sat under the pine tree, 
and smoked his little pipe, and his face was 
more pleasant than before; ‘Why do you 
weep ; coalman Peter,’ said he, ‘have you not 
received your heart again,— does it still lie cold 
in your breast ?’
‘Ah, my lord,’ sighed Peter ; ‘when I car­
ried the old stony heart, I never wept, my eyes 
were as dry as the ground in July, but now 
what I have done will almost break my old 
heart. My debtors I have driven into misery; 
I have set the dogs upon the poor and sick, 
and you yourself know how my whip fell upon 
her fair forehead.’
‘Peter, you have been a great sinner,’ said 
the little man : ‘Money and idleness have 
ruined you, and your heart became stone, and 
you no longer knew joy, or sorrow, or repent-
times, and immediately the giant stood before, ance, or compassion. But repentance, if sin- 
him. ‘You have killed your wife,’ said he, | cere, xvill be accepted; and if I only knew 
with a fearful laugh, ‘and it is well, she had that you were really sorry for your past life, I 
given your wealth to the beggars. But you | might do something for you.’ 
must go out of the country for a while, it will j ‘I can do nothing more:’ n>«>»-«-orcil Feter,
make a mrise if sne is n«it found ; you want! and bis tread sunk in sorrow. ‘Everything is 
money for this I suppose, and have come for over with me—what can I do alone in the 
more ?’
‘You have guessed right,’ answered Peter 
this time, ‘for America is a great way off.’ 
Michael went forward, and led him into his 
house, and there opened a drawer in which 
lay much gold, and drew out some small rolls. 
While he was counting the money on the 
table, Peter said, ‘You are a bad bird, Michael, 
and have deceived me. You told me I should 
have a stone in my breast, and you should
came before his mind, and how burdened he my heart.
‘And is it not so ?’ asked Michael, astonish­
ed. ‘Do you feel your heart, is it not as cold 
as ice ? Do you have fear or grief, are you
should go away, heavily laden with tears 
of the poor, with a thousand of their curses, 
which could not soften his heart, with the grief 
of the poor creatures, whom he had hunted 
off with his dogs, burdened with the silent
sorry for any thing ?’
‘You have only stopped the beating of my
despair of his mother, and with the blood of heart- but 1 have in mY toeast the same as 
the good, the beautiful Lisbeth. And what ever 5 and fat Ezekiel says you have told a lie, 
account could he give to the old man, her fath­
er, when he came and asked, ‘where is iny 
daughter, your wife?’ How would he answer 
another question to which all woods, all seas, 
all mountains would listen ? How would he 
answer for the life of a fellow creature, of his 
wife ?
In the night, dreams troubled him, and ev-
and that you are not the man who can take 
away a heart without danger. You must be a 
magician for that.’
‘But I assure you,’ cried Michael, ‘you and 
Ezekiel, and all rich people, who have been 
to me, have cold hearts just alike, and I have 
your real heart here in my chamber.’
‘How falsely you speak,’ cried Peter laugh-
ery moment he was awakened by a soft voice , ing, ‘you can cheat another but not me ; do 
which cried out to him, Peter, make thyself a you think I have seen such things as those by 
warm heart!’ and when he awoke he closed j the dozens, upon my travels ? They make 
his eyes quickly again, for the voice must hearts of wax like those in your chamber.—
world? My mother will never forgive me 
what I done to her, and perhaps I have brought 
her to the grave,—monster that I am—and 
Lisbeth, my wife—strike me dead rather, mas­
ter treasure keeper, and then my miseries wall 
be ended.’
‘Good,’ answered the little man ‘if you will 
have nothing else, you can have that, I have 
my axe at hand.’ He quietly took his pipe 
from his mouth, knocked out the ashes, and put 
it away, then rose slowly and went behind the 
pines. But Peter sat weeping on the grass, 
his life was no longer of value to him, and he 
patiently waited the stroke of death. After a 
while he heard light steps behind him, and 
thought, now it is coming.’
‘Look around once more Peter Munk,’ cried 
the little man; Peter wiped the tears from his 
eyes, looked about, and saw—his mother, and 
Lisbeth, his wife, looking kindly upon him— 
He sprung joyfully up, ‘and are you not dead, 
Lisbeth, and are you here mother, and do you 
forgive me ?’
‘They will forgive you,’ said the glassman, 
‘if you truly repent; then every thing shall be 
forgotten. Go home to your father’s hut and
out four rolls of gold, which, when opened, 
turned out to be good new dollars, with not a 
single false one among them; and this was 
the glassman’s christening present to little 
Peter.
And so they lived quietly and industrious­
ly; and when Peter Munk’s liair grew grey, 
he used to say, ‘it is better to be contented 
with a little, than to have gold and land, and 
a  S tony H e i r t . ’
ARNOLD IN VIRGINIA.
A  L egen d  o f  th e  R ev o lu tio n .
BY GEORGE LIPPARD.
In the history of the present Mexican War, 
it is stated that fifteen women were driven 
by the bombardment of Yera Cruz to take ref­
uge i i a church, near the altar, their pale face 
illumined by the same red glare that revealed 
the sculptured image of Jesus, and the sad, 
mild face of the Virgin Mother.
While they knelt there, a lighted bomb—a 
globe of iron, containing at least three hun­
dred balls—crashed through the roof of the 
church, descended in the midst of the women, 
and exploded.
There is not a fiend but whose heart would 
fail him when surveying the result of that ex­
plosion.
So, upon the houses of Virginia, in Decem­
ber, 1781, burst the Traitor, Benedict Arnold.
As his ship glided up James River, aided 
by wind and tide—a leaden sky above, a dreary 
winter scene around, the other vessels follow­
ing in the wake—he stood on its deck and 
drew his sword, repeating his oath, to avenge 
the death of John Andre !
H ,y did he keep that oath ?
He was always excited to madness in the 
hour of conflict, always fighting like a tigress, 
robbed of her young; but now, he concealed 
the heart of a devil beneath a British uniform. 
The houses that he burnt, the men that he 
stabbed, the murders that dripped from his 
sword, could not be told in a volume.
At midnight, over the ice-bound river and 
frozen snow, a red column of flame flashed far 
and wide, rising in terrible grandeur into the 
star-lit sky. It was only Arnold and his men 
laying an American home in ashes and blood
When morning came, there was a dense 
black smoke darkening over yonder woods. 
The first light of the winter’s day shone over 
the maddened visage of Arnold, cheering on 
his men to scenes of murder.
The very men who fought under him, de­
spised him. As the officers received hi 
orders, they could not disguise the contempt of 
the curbed lip and averted eye. The phantom 
of Andre never left him. If before he had 
been desperate, he was now infernal; if Que­
bec had beheld him a brave soldier, the shores 
of James River, the streets of Richmond, saw 
in his form the image of an assassin.
Tortured by remorse, hated, doubted, de­
spised by the men who had purchased his 
j sword, his honor, Arnold seemed at the time
race.
surely be that of his Lisbeth, who gave him 
this warning.
He was troubled and anxious through the 
day, and the next night five or six times he 
heard the well known voice whispering in his bels on all of them ; see, here is Peter Munk
be a coalman as at the first; if you are indus­
trious and honest, you will do more honor to j t0 becorm the foe of"the whole human
your trade, and your neighbors will love and; m  . .
„ . , J w hen not engaged in works of carnage, herespect you more than if you had ten tons of j ° ’
old
months? Didn’t I see him every hour of the 
day? Nothin’ couldn’t daunt that feller; his 
face was always the same—and when there 
He covered his face and neck with the cloak, was danger, you needn’t ask where he was.—
which, drooping over his erect form, fell in 
large folds on the back of his horse. The sky 
was dark and lowering, the wind, sweeping 
over the swamp, hitter cold. From an aper-
Arnold was always in the front!’
‘ He was a rash, high-tempered man ?’
‘ A beaver to work and a wild-cat to fight! 
Hot-tempered as old Sattin, but mind I tell’ee,
ture in the clouds, the last gush of sunlight | his heart was in the right place. I rec’lect 
streamed over the ice of the morass, with that j one day, we brought to a halt on the banks of 
solitary horseman darkly delineated in the! a river. Our provisions were gone. There 
centre. j wern’t a morsel left. E ’en the dogs and sar-
Suffering the horse to choose his way, the pents had run out. Our men set about in
traveller, with his face concealed in the cloak, 
seemed absorbed in his thoughts, while the 
sun went down, the night came on, the snow 
fell in large flakes.
squads, talkin’ the matter over. We were the 
worst starved men that had ever been seen in 
them parts. Wall, in midst of it all, Arnold 
calls me aside—I see his face yet, with an eye
The instinct of the horse guided him thro’ j like one of them fire-coals. Sez he, ‘ Benja- 
many devious paths ; at last, however, he halt-; min, you're a little older than the rest o f us !
ed, in evident distress, while the snow whit­
ened his dark flanks. The traveller looked 
around: all had grown suddenly dark. He 
could not distinguish the path. Suddenly, 
however, a light blazed in his face, and he be­
held, blit a few paces from him, the glow 
of a fireside, streaming through an opened 
door. A miserable hut stood there, on an is­
land of the swamp, with the immense stumps 
of leafless trees rising above its narrow roof.
—take this crust!' And he gives me a bit of 
bread that he took from the breast of his coat. 
Yes, the Colonel—sufferin’ himself for bread 
—gave me the last he had, out of his mouth.’
The old man brushed liis eyes with the 
back of his hand. The traveller seemed asldep 
for his head had fallen on his breast, while his 
elbows rested on his knees. The hunter, 
however, continued his story.
“ Then you should a-seen him at thc storm-
As the traveller,by that sudden light, h u r r i-; hr’ o’ Quebec! Laws help us! Why, even 
ed forward, he beheld, standing by the door-; when his leg was broke, he cheered his men, 
way, the figure of an old man, clad after the; and fought, sword in hand, until he fell in a 
Indian style, in hunting shirt, leggings and j puddle of his own blood. I tell you that Ar- 
moccasins, with a fur cap on his brow. 1 nold was a perfect devil to fight!’
“ Who comes thar ?” the challenge echoed, j ‘ You said that you were captured by theln- 
and a rifle was raised. j dians,’ hastily interrupted the stranger, keeping
“ A friend, who will thank you to direct him | his face within the folds of his cloak. ‘I car- 
to the path which leads into the main road!” ; ried Arnold from the Rock at Quebec, and 
“ On sich a night as this, I’d reether not!” I was with him when the Americans were re­
answered the old hunter. “ How’sever, ifyou j treating towards Lake Champlain. Onenight, 
choose to share my fire and johnny cake, you’re] wandering with him on the shore, the red skins
welcome! That’s all an old soldier can say!”] came upon m e------but it’s a long story. You
— In a few moments, looking into the soli-;1 seem to be from civilized parts,stranger. Can 
tary room of that secluded hut, you might see! you tell me what has become of Benedict Ar- 
the traveller seated on one side of a cheerful! nold ? Is he alive?’ 
fire, built on the hard clay, while opposite, ‘ He is,’ sullenly responded the traveller,
resting on a log, the old man turned the cake] ‘At the top of the heap, too, I’ll be bound !
in the ashes, and passed the whiskey flask. Next to Washington himself?’
A lighted pine-knot, attached to a huge oak- The traveller was silent, 
en post, which formed the main support of the; ‘ Maybe, stranger, you can tell me some-
roof, threw its vivid glare into the wrinkled ] thing about the war ? You seem to come from 
face of tne old hunter. The traveller, still j the big cities ? What’s been doiu’ lately?—
wrapped in his cloak, seemed to avoid the light, 
for while he eagerly partook of the cake and 
shared the contents of the flask, he shaded his 
eyes with his broad chapeau.
Around these two figures were many testi-
The Continental Congress, still in operation? 
I did heer, while I was cap-tine among the 
Ingins that our folks had cut loose altogether 
from King George ?’
The strange gentleman did not answer.—
monials of the old man’s skill, and some records His face still shrouded in his cloak, he folded 
of his courage. The antlers of a deer, nailed] his arms over his knees, while the old man 
to a post, the skin of a panther extended along gazed on him with a look of some interest.
the logs, five or six scalps suspended from the! 
roof, bore testimony to a life of cruel deeds.— ] 
By his side,with his powder horn and hunting! 
pouch, an old rifle glowed redly in the light.
The rude meal was finished; the traveller 
raised his head and glanced covertly around 
the place.
“ You seem comfortable here. A somewhat 
lonely spot, however, in the middle of the! 
swamp, with nothing but ice and reeds around 
you.”
The old hunter smiled,his veteran face seem-: 
ed like a piece of intricate net-work.
“ If you’d a-been some five years cap-tive j 
among the Ingins, as I have been, you’d think
‘ So you £new Benedict Arnold ?’ a deep, 
horse voice echoed from the folds of the cloak. 
‘ That did I ! And a braver man never’—
‘ He was brave ? Was he ?’
‘ Like his iron sword, his character was full 
of dents and notches, but his heart was always 
true, and his hand struck home in the hour of 
battle.’
‘ The soldiers liked him ?’
‘ Reether, so. You should have seen ’em 
follow his voice and eye on the ramparts of 
Quebec. They fairly warshipped him’—
‘ Do you think he loved his country ?’
‘ Do I think. I don’t think about it—I know 
it—But you dont seem well—eh ? Got a chill?
; would si: alone in his tent, resting his head in
You are a rich fellow I confess, but no magi- j a.....  ~~ *“5’ 1C11 UICI“- j ffis clencred hand, and shading from the light
«an.’ | All three joined in praising their benefac- j a face distorted by demoniac passions.
The giant grew angry and pulled upon the!tor’ and uttering blessings on his name. They j The nrnnory of Andre was to him what the
chamber door. ‘Come here and read the la -;tben went bome* ] cord, surken in the lacerated flesh is to the
The splendid house in which Peter had for-1 u ;ndon rbvntPP o dlln ^A ,  Hindoo djvotee, a dull, gnawing, ever-present
ears, ‘Peter, make yourself a warm heart.’— heart, see how it quivers, can such a thing as merlY hved, was no longer standing, ft had pa[n
He felt no repentance that he had killed her, ( that be made out of wax.’ been struck with lightning, and burned up. j One dry, he sent a flag of truce with a let-
but when he told people that his wife had gone «And yet it is wax,’ answered Peter, a real with a11 contained; hut the old hut of his ter t0 La payette> The herojc Boy-General 
a journey, he always thought to himself where ] heart does not beat in that manner, and I have1 fatber was at no Sreat distance, and thither burned the* letter without a word. Arnold 
is she journeying. I my own in my bosom. No you are no magi- tbeY took their waY>llttIe grieved at their loss. j bo]c lbe unanswered letter, sought the shadow
Six days passed in this manner, and every j dan.’ ] But what was their surprise on coming to cf his tent, and did not speak for some hours,
night he heard this voice, and all the time he j ‘But I will prove it to you,’ cried Michael, the hut. It was changed to a pretty farm ; lhat calm derision cut him to the soul,
thought of the wood spirit and his fearful j an§rily,‘you shall feel for yourself that this; house, and every thing within was simple, but! There vas brought before him, on a calm
but on the seventh morning he sprang j is your heart.’ He took it, opened Peter’s good and neat. | winter’s dty, an American captain who had
bed and cried, ‘now I will see , vest, and took a stone from his breast, and ‘This is the work of the good little glassman,’ teen taket prisoner. Arnold surveyed the 
whether I can make myself a warmer heart, | held it up before him. He then took the heart, j cried Peter. hirdysoldhr, clad in that glorious blue uniform,
for the stupid stone in my breast makes my j breathed upon it and put it carefully in its] ‘How pretty,’ said Lisbeth,‘Hike this much which he hmself had worn with honor, and after 
life tedious and empty.’ He dressed himself place, and immediately Peter felt it heat, and better than the great house with troops of ser- apauseof alent thought, asked with a careless 
in hi? Sunday clothes, mounted his horse, and j he could now rejoice at it. vants.’ i gnjjc__
rode to the pine forest. j ‘How it with you now?’ said Michael, From that time Peter Munk was a mote in-] “ What vill the Americans do with me in
*n the pine wood, where the tiees stood laughing. dustrious and worthy man. He was content case they ttke me prisoner?”
^oser, he dismounted, tied his horse, and pio- ‘Indeed you are right,’ answered Peter, with what he had ; he worked steady a: his “ Hang pur body on a gibbet, but bury your!
threat 
from his
this here log hut reether a comfortable place!” You tremble so. Wait a moment, and I’ll put 
“ You—a captive?” muttered the traveller. more wood on the fire.’
“ Look thar!” and raising his cap, he laid ! The stranger rose. Still keeping his cloak 
bare his skull, which was once divested of hair about his neck and face he moved toward the 
and skin. The hideous traces of a savage out-; narrow door.
rage were clearly perceptible. That’s whar ‘ I must g o h e  said in that hoarse voice, 
the Injins scalped me! But old Benjamin j which for some unknown reason, struck on 
did not die just then!” ] the old man’s ear with a peculiar sound.
‘ Where were you at the time the Ingins cap- ‘ Go?’ On sich a night as this? It taint 
tured you ?’ ; possible !’
‘ In Canada.’ ‘ I must go ! You can tell me the best path
! Canada?’ echoed the traveller. from this accursed swamp, and I will leave
‘Does that seem pecoolia?’ chuckled the old; without a moment’s delay!’ 
man. ‘ Taken captive in Canada, I was kept] The old man was conscious that no persua- 
among’em five years, and didn’t get near a white! si°n on bls part could change the- iron resolve 
settlement, until a month back. I hain’t lived! °f the stranger’s tone, 
here more nor three weeks. You see I’ve had j In a moment, standing in the door, a light- 
a devilish tough time ot it.’ j ed pine knot in his hand, he gazed upon the
‘ \  ou re not a Canadian ?’ j sight, revealed by its glare— that cloaked fig-
1 Gld Virginny to the back-bone! You, see I ure mounted on the dark steed, who with mane 
went to jine the army, near Boston, with Dan- and tail waving to the gust, neck arched and 
iel Morgan. Y ou moughta-happened to heard 1 eYe rolling, stood ready for the march, 
o’ that man, stranger? A parfect hoss to fight, | It was a terrible night. The snow had 
mind I tell ee. | changed to sleet; the wind, swelling to a hur-
‘ Morgan?’ whispered the traveller, and his
seeded with a quick pace to the top of the| while he carefully drew his little glass cross business, and it turned out that, by his own j leg with thi honors of war. Not the le^that \ head sunk lower irhl^rfo V ^ ' 6110^  dnfl hlb! ncane’ roare(l like the voices of ten thousand
hill, and when he came before the thick pines from his pocket, ‘I should not have thought; exertions, he became as rich, as much respect- first planted a footstep on the British shin hut ‘ Yes Vnn Af * ,* .. , aien> c ammermg in battle over the wilds of
he stood still and said, ! that the thing could be done.’ * ! ed and beloved, as any person in the vhole j the l  that vas b ^ n  a! Q u Z  a ^  -! A r n o l d ’ . T r  i , ^  ^  A1'h*U?h il ™  ia ‘he depth of
‘Oh thou whose treasure is in the green; ‘Is it nottrue, and am I not a magician do forest. He never quarrelled with his wife I toga!” ] Th J n 'e Ker ° !im ' ; winter, the sound of distant thunder was heard,
pine wood, many hundred years old art thou,, you think ? Now I will put the stone back! Lisbeth; he honored his mother, and ga ie to 1 Arnold’s -ountenance fell He asked r J  the fir! ^  l€m°YG 1^S seat- ]og, from j and a pale, lurid lightning flashed from the
thine is all the land, ali the pine trees are thine,! again.’ poor who knocked at his door. ^ 2 ^  - n ^ v e ^ e  of that dreary horizon.
but to no one dost thou ever show thyself, but] ‘Softly, Master Michael,’ cried Peter, step- end of a year and a day, he had a son bon to1 One darkand cheerless winter evenin- as! man ’ ' ’ ' ^  ^  T l6 ° d miin’ wHh ,he h?ht flarmS’ nmv
the happy children who are born on Sunday.’ ] ping back and holding up the little cr o ss .-  him, Peter went to the pine grove, and caled the sun, shinng from a blue ridge of clouds j ‘Heer’d o f him* Whv T v  r • J ov"r hls Wllbered face, now over the stranger
Then the little glass man came out but not ] ‘Mice are caught with cheese, and this time the glassman, as he had formely done, lut lighted up th  recesses of a wood, near James] bv this time, he’s the greatest man^i-lnir!’^  b" ^  ^  do0T™ y  ° } ^  ^
cheerfully and pleasantly, but darkand sad ; 1 you are the one cheated.’ And he then be- the glassman did not show himself. ‘Maser Rii’er, a soliary horseman was mirsuinrr wJ vps T . ,  , . s I °me'
he had on a little coat of black glass, and a long j gan to say his prayers most devoutly. j glassman,’ said he, ‘I have come to invite yu  way along a oath that led from the forest Into a his v’yageOverlaid fo^Queb^» " Wh ^  l ^  ^  ^  ^
mourning band floated from his hat, and Peter Whereupon Michael became smaller and to the christening of my little son. But le wild morass. ' f e t d  -'lh s , ^  ' Iat a Per' oak about Auarter ot a mde from this place,
knew well for whom he wore mourning. smaller, fell down and twisted about like a. received no answer, but a gust of wind whi-1 On either ide of the path were dan<rrrmisi You 3nd then y° U mUSt f°1!°U’ the windin’s of ,he
r iuu  Knew .-irnoia. j path, as best you may,—But hold, it’s a tern-
l /
-J
THE COLD W A T E R  F O U N T A I N  AND G A R D I N E R  N E W S - L E T T E j ^
ble n igh t; 111 not see a fellow-bein’s life in have been most remarkable instances in illustra- 
peril. W ait a minute until I get my cap a n d !‘>™- There have been men who, with almost 
rifle and I’ll go with you to the edge of the j ever>' care «P°° ‘hem have acquired eminence as ^  cily of Nolions the other day visited Tog
* mPn f lofforc. mon hncn 11 Cn H’OC nnorrnoDfl  ~ , . .
A Visiter at Tops.
We don’t know who it was, but somebody from
A Revolting Picture.
The account which follows is from, tlie Ohio 
Oro-an. Rumsellers, rumdrinhers—read it, and
swamp— ’
‘ So you would like to know
men of letters-m en whose life was engrosed . Re writes an account of his swamping adventure! reflect :-
;V  interrupted With toil and care. But these were overcome, un- tQ the New England Washingtonian. Hear
the deep voice of the stranger, ‘so you would 
like to know what has become ol Benedict; 
Arnold ?’
derthe mighty impulse of that desire for learnitif 
| which knows no restraint.
Difficulties thrown in the way of the seeker af- 
| ter knowledge are often the means of good to him.
That voice held the old mart’s eye and ear \ Reverses, embarrassments, when overcome, will be 
like a spell. He started forward, holding the : found lo have exerted a strengthening and happy-
torch in his hand, and grasp 
the traveller.
Then occurred a sudden, yet vivid and im­
pressive scene!
You hear the winter thunder roll— you see 
the pale lightning glow. That torch spreads 
a circle of glaring light around the old man 
and the horseman, while all beyond is inten­
sely dark. You behold the brown visage of 
the aged soldier, seamed with
the stirrup of j tying influence by their continued contact with the 
! spirit of the rnan.
! to one who is determined to acquire knowledge.—
him
describe something which befel him. He evident­
ly got into limbo. We hope he won’t venture out 
alone again—for the fact is, a fellow feels the need 
of a “ guide” in travelling “ down east.”
“ We had travelled six miles from Augusta, when 
the driver called my attention by pointing his whip 
over the tops of the trees, which made a forest on
There is
A few evenings since, whilst in the bar-room 
: of a tavern, a genteelly dressed individual entered 
j with a child some 4 or 5 years of age. The child
was weeping bitterly, and imploring his father to nese 
o-o home, as ‘ma was sick.’ The father, for a jn th
[From our New York C orrespon den t.]
W e have received the following interesting let­
ter from a friend at New York, giving an account 
of that nine days’ wonder, the Chinese Junk.
On board Chinese Junk “Keying," ?
N e w  York, July 30, 184/. $
B ro. W e s t o n ,—Who has not heard of the Chi­
nese Junk, Keying, now moored off Castle Garden
shoes ore of wood, and are one and one-half inches 
in thickness j yet with them they walk with as 
much ease, apparently, as a Yankee would with 
slippers. Their dress is o f nankin ; this consists 
of a frock made like a shirt, together with trowsers 
which are made very large and very short. On 
the whole, we should think that those on board 
were persons of the lower class—inoffensive, lazy,
is city Very few, I presume, and still less ; good-humored—and as strange in their way as
hile endeavored to pacify the child in a humane wbo have had an opportunity to gratify tbeii \a n -  their Junk itself.
» .1 i - l l  , : 1 1 : ’ i - J hni.wr ^Irniv . • Tvr ..    _ 1 . _
Why talk ot embarrassment ty>ther s,ide A  the roa(J’ ,a!u] Fxc,aimed L 1 logus 1 J was startled by the view ! Abo 
mile from the road, completely hemmed in b
manner, but the child still insisted on being taken j curjosjty by a personal observation 
home to its ‘sick ma.’ At length the father called 
for a glass nf brandy, and having poured the tum­
bler half full, put it to the child’s lips ; at first, the j
Now,
I've seen, and sure I ought to know.
I have taken a peep at the “critter,” and will en-
They are words but spent in vain. Tell such an j cleared woods I could see a large white bouse with 
one that poverty is a prevention—that want of suit- i a barn and some smaller buildings. The question
)Ut a I iittle fellow heroically refused to touch the poison,! ■ some idea 0f her, as well as I ! a queer looking “R
I but angrv looks and harsh words proved effectual ; S J I Df a child eight yea
and he drank nearly half of the contents of the' can on paper. j . _  .. .
able aid will not allow liis going far in the path of! 
learning, and besets tlie declaration down as idle 
in the extreme. These very obstacles, which ap-
Jienaturally arose how 1 was to get there, 
driver said he should very soon come to a 
that, would Hake me rigid down Hi'red He was 
right, as tlie sequel will show ; it not only took me
baneful glass, whilst the father stood hy, smiling 
at a feat which the veriest fiend in Pandemonium
. (b ! would not have imposed upon innocence so young.
It may have been that child’s first glass,—God; , tc tni,py ■ * seeds of which comes near the w aters edge. It you take
This Junk is 160 feet long, and J8 feet broad, 
and draws 12 feet of water. Her rail is in the 
form of a crescent or quarter-moon, the centre of
pear so formidable, he will hail but as incentives! down there, but in there also.
We reached the ‘path’ ami I alighted, taking 
with me my velise, carpet-bag and umbrella. The
j grant it may be his last; for thus are the 
destruction sown bv parents in youth, over which for a model a pink-stern schooner, yon can easily
o exertion. To get the pearl of price he seeks 
wrinkles bat- i maJ *)e an Herculean task, but, relying upon his J
tered with scars, its keen -rey  eyes upraised ! own inherent cner«ies’ and ^  appreciating the j ,his path, and then turned away, saying ‘Folio 
, , . . °  , ’ j worth of what, he seeks, he will perform that task, that, and it will carry you straight to io g u s .-
the white hairs streaming in the wind. 1 . . . . . . .  ■
1 river came and placed me in the right position on
the victim has no control iu after life. But, sir, j ma].e a J unk, by widening the bow and stern equa
to her whole breadth, elevating both to a level.
And then, like some wild creature of that
He will persevere in Ins work lo its completion. 
What has not perseverance done—what can it
Although I could not peiceive any very striking 
evidence of being in a path, I trusted it would open
what think ye of the man, (excuse the expression)
I mean the brute, who could so outrage human . - ,
nature in the different relations of husband, father The head ran must be a balcony the width of the 
and citizen; what think ye of the rumseller, who craft, and you then have a real Chinese Junk, 
could stand by and witness with a smiling face ; qie extreme, is a range of poop decks, as-
such an atrocious act, and for the sum of five cents
assert waste }OU *ee the in,patient horse, and , not do 1 The history of mind in the past bears a 
the cloaked figure, breaking into the vivid . glorious record of its aehievments. It teems with
w 1/ C-U j m ( 1 1 1  . |
wider, or become more distinct, after 1 should 'get tl™ h th!s P°ison vvhlcn probab y prove that 
further in upon it. I heard the sound of the stage child s everlasting ruin. When I last saw the
descend
cendea bv flights of small steps. H er decks are 
covered with windlass purchases, (which have no
Yesterday, they held one of their national reli­
gious festivals; on this occasion the great idol; 
“Josh” was worshipped—and, by the way, this is 
“fish.” Its body is about the size 
years o’d ; it is made of wood, and 
•rilded ; on its head is a crown, and from its sides 
protrude some twenty arms, with fingers and finger 
nails a la mode Chinese. Before it stands an 
altar, on which incense is constantly burning.
W e also saw on board a Chinese girl, about ten j 
years old, in a European dress. W e learned from I 
the lady who had her in charge, that she had been 
in this country four years, and hail foigotten herj 
native tongue, but spoke good English. She 
seemed very fond of the Chinese, and talked with 
all who could speak a broken English ; nnd in 
every thing completely resembled the men on
the universel ig h t ,  a n d  d i s t in c t ly  r e l i e v e d  by  
o f  d a r k n e s s  b e y o n d .
The old man gazed intently for a moment, 
and then fell back against the door-post of his j 
hut, appalled, frightened, thunder-stricken. 
The min
upon his battle-worn face, was frightful to be 
behold.
bright examples. On the enduring roll of fame is 
| many a reverenced name, which she alone has in­
scribed there. From these examples comean lm- 
I portant, earnest lesson. They speak for our en­
couragement. They point to the way which oth-
■Bcendino- ihe neighboring hills, while I pressed brute, he was staggering down Vine street, the ; pa]ls, and must be held by main force,) for vane 
.•er roots” stones and clumps of earth. Soon l weeping child following lo his ‘sick ma, a degrad- purposeP) and by which she is much encumbere 
ist sight of any marked route, and the whole ed drunken lather. ^ Her rail is high, and she has a cabin and forecas
The rumsellers of Chicago have petitioned the! like a modern ship
bered. 
tie
tie r  rudder is suspended to
r these woods 1 city council to take off the fee of $ 50 required for the stern, and hoisted up or depressed hy a vvind-
j ment. it is rather the work of a life. The ascent 
| to Wisdom’s Temple is long and tedious ; the way 
J  he cloak Had talleu from the stranger s I is to be trodden patiently.
around was overspread with huge logs, rocks and 
stumps, over which I clambered at some peril.
Last year a whirlwind had passed over these oo  ^ „
and many of the trees were uprooted, obliging me a license. They modestly say,^“ that^vhile they j ]asS) ail[] cables made of bamboo. From the heel
* ! o f  her rudder, on each sid e , a bam boo cab le  runs
along the ship’s bottom to her deck, which is used 
to keep the rudder to the Junk, in place of thc usual 
mode of hanging. A hole in the rudder’s head 
admits a long tiller, which is held in a gale by
to navigate among their huge trunks. The under { acknowledge the usefulness of the doctor, the 
brush orew rnore'and more dense, and suddenly Ij lawyer, the merchant, the mechanic and the ope-!. , , , , , ers successfully trod, and invite to the same course.
g e espan, von er, ^ai. . ampect , rpo acfpijre kuowledge is not the work of a mo- j felt water running into my boots ! The soil was! rative—they consider themselves no less useful in
quite damp on setting out, and had showed itself; society, and know no reason why they should be 
very juicy in nranv places as I came along, hut ; so erroneously, unjustly and unconstitutionally
now it had become a serious
shoulders. The old man beheld a massive 
form, clad in scarlet, a bronzed visage, distor- j depend upon having by nature a strong and pow- 
ted by a hideous emotion, two dark eyes, that j erl11' intellect, and a variety ot concurrent causes
flashed through the gloom as with the light of! waftin" Senll>' onvvard 10 the desircd Poal- Ma".v
j who have possessed lofty intellects and have been
I deeper into the woods. With my baggage in my 
The acquisition of knowledge does not so much j hands, I could not leap from rock to rock, they j
matter as I had got; taxed year after year under the cognomen of Li-
rn, ,, f , man power only. Aft of the rudder, and over itsI he rumseller a useful ' / .................. , , T ,
. , J  head, is olaced the ship’s idol, “ Josh' —near which,As much so are any ot j 5 1  . 1 . „  . ,
main force,) for various | hoard. H er head, however, was not shaved, but 
her hair was of the same color and texture.
The Junk is to leave here on Monday next, fori 
London and other parts of Europe. And although 
she may be a safe craft, yet we would advise every* 
Yankee who wishes to take a trip to Europe,to take! 
passage in some of the steamers, in preference to; 
going in the Junk.
Yours in L., P. and F., W . II. L. J
What an insult is this ! 
member of society ! eh 1
eternal despair.
‘Now do you know meV thundered lhat 
hoarse voice, and a mist cams over the old 
man’s eyes.
When he recovered his consciousness again, 
the turfted sward before his hut was vacant. 
There was the sound of horse’s hoofs crashing 
through the swamp, there was the vision of a 
horse and rider seen far over the waste by the 
glare of the winter lightning.
The space before the hut was vacant, yet 
that old man, with his paralized hand clench­
ing the torch, beheld a hideous vision rising 
against the dark sky— a red uniform, a, bronz­
ed visage, two burning eyes !
‘To-night,’ he faltered,—the brave old man, 
now transformed into a very coward by that 
sight.—‘to-night, I have seen the F iend of 
D arkness! for it was not—no! It was not 
B enedict Arnold!’
were so wide apart, and the bushes grew so thick­
ly between, so I was obliged to leave my valise . ,
itnd carpet-bag on a fiat rock, taking care to mark! the depredators upon the peace and happiness of 
the snot in my eve, by a close scrutiny of the high community ! We have yet to learn what the rum -;
trees which stood near.
I was well nigh discouraged. The thick brush j 
seemed impentrable before me, and to turn bad 
might get me into greater difficulty. My first im
the children of happy fortune, have been outstrip­
ped by others in the same chase who have enjoyed 
no such privileges. Is the reason of this asked ?
We answer, then. The latter labored more. La­
bor omnia vincit. Says an eminent writer: “More 
is to be expected from laborious mediocrity than 
from the erractic wanderings of a wayward genius.
Demosthenes elaborated sentence after sentence, 
and Newton rose to the heavens by the steps of attempt to break through the bushes,'sink or swim,
. , ■, . , . . .  , i survive or perish. ’ I rushed forward,and dove in-geometrv, and said at the c ose of his career that , . 1 , . f  ,. - . to them in good earnest. Lre long 1 forced my-
it was only by the habit of patiently thinking that se]f through, but encountered a fresh obstacle in
he was conscious of differing from other men. It I the shape of a vast swamp, at the further end of
is generally thought that men are more signalized ! which however, 1 could fortunately see Togas
! seller is useful in—unless it be in scattering over 
society the elements of one of the worst pesti­
lences which ever afflicted humanity. The rum-
pulse vvas to climb one of the high trees, and wave j seller useful! So is the great arch-fiend himself
—the head and front of all the mischief and misery 
which exists in this world of ours ! But the 
rumseller don’t believe it. There isn 't a rum­
my handkerchief from the top of it, andfseream for 
help. But I found the trees which were easy to 
climb were old and rotten,and their branches would 
snap, from my hands like pipestems. The green, 
vigorous trees were too smooth and slender to hope I seller that believes he is useful in any thing 
of success. There was no course left me but to
by talent than by industry ; it is felt to be vulgar­
ising genius to attribute it to anything but heaven,
I was too distant to call for help, so relying on my 
ability to swim if needed, I waded courageously 
into the bog. On I went through thick and thin,
born i nspiration; but those who thus regard it, over-! till I had about half finished my course, when 
look the steady and persevering devotion of a min
has any claims upon God or man for existence !— 
Not one!
The third of the series of Temperance meetings 
recently commenced in this town, was holden at 
the Town Flail, on Sabbath evening last. There 
was a good attendance, and a feeling manifested 
favorable to the great objects which the meeting 
proposed to advance. Excellent addresses were
a Jamp burns without ceasing. Below she has a 
large cabin, the top and sides of which are covered 
with paintings, such as are seen on tea-chests, 
Chinese letters, &c., some fine landscapes, ta­
bles, chairs, inlaid with a sort of marble; these 
are of beautiful workmanship, both in construction 
and finish. Also, innumerable articles of carved 
work; these, however, manifest but little taste. 
Among them is a large number of animals—some 
half man and half beast ; and some, which were 
intended to represent men and women, are horrid 
caricatures—the design of which seemed to be, to 
see how ugly a thing could be made to represent a 
human being. And as one stood and gazed upon 
the images around him, he could but feel that the 
work of another and strange people was about him.
Tiie men are stowed away in little holes, not 
unlike tho “cuddies” in a small fishing boat. There 
they sit, curled up like dogs, without a bed or
O R  I G I  N  A  R A  N  J) S E L E C T E D .
the world was com-The first voyage around 
pleted in 1522.
Some one says that people with one arm hav 
the most off hand way of doing things.
Theodore Hook says of railroads, “they annihil 
ate space and time, not to say a multitude of paa 
sengers.”
The next meeting of the Penobscot Co. T. A. 
Society is to be holden at Carmel, on the firs! 
Tuesday of September next.
The brig Monican of — tons burthen, was 
launched at Pittston on Saturday afternoon. Sltf 
is owned by Stephen Young, Esq.
Marriage either rids you of your devils by tfi 
presence of an angel, or esle it supplies their plac« 
by one whose name is Legion.
The common notion that man is a reasoning ani^
to a subject. There are higher and lower walk 
scholarship ; but the highest walk is labor. 
are often led to a contrary opinion by looking at 
an object in a finished state, such as the “Princi- 
pia” of Newton, or the pyramids of Egypt, with- 
out reflecting upon tlie gradual, continous, I had al-1 could these avail towards mv liberation ? My on-
lustily for'help. I waved a white handkerchief, 
and exercised mv lungs with a will, but nobody
that Society. We hope that good will come ont of 
the meeting.
; came to my relief. It was high noon, the sun was ; {0 nex(; Sabbath evening, when all interested are 
fiercely hot, and I was weary enough, but w hat! ,
And tbe old man, until the hour of his
, , , • • r .1 J  most creeping progress, by which they grew into ! ly hopes lav in my lungs, sodeath, firmly believed that the vision of that | ___ __ , / ___T , ,  . . .  ... Lkm L ,  hn.wii^-,






iron boiler set in brick, from which we inferred 
The meeting stands adjourned | that the Chinese ]<ncm more about stews, boiled
rice, fish, &c., than about roast beef. Her hold 
was filled’ with the ship’s stores. Her masts arc 
his last tea  ^ WOO(b j list as nature formed them, except 
’ is taken offl They are very large j 




soldier of the wilderness, who, in his lonely 
wanderings, still cherished in liis heart the 
memory of the P atriot Arnold.— Saturday 
Courier.
elevation by dint of heaven-born inspiration, but by ; 
dint of a homely virtue within reach of us
And what was this virtue: laborious industry in j of my desired harbor.
Thft liveliest svmna
me to a way whereby I can pass around the brook, 
and I started again, and at last reached the shores
study.
We have thus presented a few thoughts in refer-
P e y p thies of the people here, 
were most smilingly offered at seeing me arrive in 
ueh a sorry plight, and 1 most confiidetitly assur-
ence to intellectual culture. Intellectual pursuits,; ed them that the water of the spring was robbin
them of their sense of hearing, however efficacious 
it had proved in other respects. After eating niy
(jJlP iL iJ rightly considered are the highest pursuits. By j t
__________ _ ______________—_________ -—  them is man fitted for the world,—by them is his
B ro . S. B . W E S T O N , E d ito r .
An Independent Press—guided by honesty ot' purpose and 
principle— devoted to the support of morality and virtue, as 
the true element of national prosperity, and of individual 
and social happiness.
FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 6, 1847.
{tCf“All communications and letters of business should be 
addressed ( p o s t  p a i d ) to H. W . J e w e l l , Gardiner, 
Me.
highest nature developed—by them does he be­
come a benefactor to bis race—by them is the 
reign of moral principle introduced—by them, in 
fine is the rnan perfected. These pursuits beat- 
true relation to the mind itself. As the tnind is ex­
alted, so is its culture an exalted work.
Intellectual Fursuits.
Tn intellectual pursuits there must be persever- J 
ance—there must be a systematic research, obsta- i 
cles fairly surmounted, though seeming great and | 
formidable.
The Liquor Law still stands.
The Committee on the petitions and remonstran­
ces for repeal of the liquor law made a Report in 
the House in the shape of a bill submitting the 
question to the people, whether the one in force 
when this was enacted should be restored. On 
Thursday, the House refused the bill a third read­
ing, 74 to 31. In the afternoon an attempt was
s ; dinner, I started with a horse and wagon aad guide 
to hunt up my baggage. After a ride of about 
two miles by the road on the outer rim of the 
woods, we reached the spot where the stage had 
set me down, and I re-entered my unsuccessful 
path to Togus. We found the iock wli.cli bore 
mv forsaken articles, and I gladly seized them, and 
ere long was safe and sound at the Spring House 
again.
Now before 1 forget it, let me inform jourread- 
ers never to he persuaded that a walk through the 
woods of three quarters of a mile is preferable to 
riding in a vehicle which will take then to the 
very front door.”
It is true that studv can be better prosecuted u n - ; , . • , . c , rp, • .1 ; made to reconsider that refusal, ihe question was j in the chair
der some circumstances than others. There are
Penobscot Co. W. T. A. Society.
A meeting of this Society was held f,t Bangor 
on the 10th ult., Joel Whitney, Esq., of Plymouth
taken by yeas and nays, and was again refused,
schoolmen and students in ordinary. There a re |,„ ,  . n o  . c, .. ■ , •, , , " . ,•: 101 to 28. After this decided demonstration on
those whose whole pursuit is study and those whose . t r ,, Tr • ,1 J tne part of the House, the question may be con-
time is divided between business and study.— sidered
’hough the one may be reg
as settled for this year. The number
the other need not fear competition in tlie great 
work of acquiring intellectual wealth.
There is a view of intellectual attainment which 
many take, who from various causes cannot derive 
learning from the schools, which is erroneous.— j 
to imagine that the labor necessary to j 
desirable eminence in the intellectual
i  hey seem
lent liquor law of last year. And let the friends of
temperance make use of it. Let the Free Ameri- 
acctnire anv ctesi m m i u oi i i •,1 J u can and its allies hang their harps upon the wil-
world is beyond their ability to bestow. But, sup- L g
posing an individual to be occupied in pursuits for j ............. .......................
wealth, or daily subsistence even, yet all this is not
j The following resolutions were adopted : — 
Resolved, That the cause of Temperance is the 
I cause of our common country, and that svery true 
j friend of our civil, religious and literary institu­
tions and every well-wisher of our glonous chari- 
and benevolent associations, if he would 
i sustain the latter, and be consistent, must also 
i sustain the former.
Resolved, That inconsistency and indifference 
| in relation to the tenmerance reform of he present 
are,as we have always predicted,to have the excel- day) is n0 jess obnoxious on the part o' professed
arded as more favored, c . . c , . e , , , 1 tion’ of petitioners for the repeal ot the law, has been |tahj
ascertained to be about 7000—remonstrances be­
tween 13 and 14,000, besides about 3000 females. 
It will be seen by this that for another year we
Matters relative to the Fountain.
To our Subscribers. We wish oursubscribers 
now to remember us, by forwarding the amount
an insurmountable obstacle.
The amount of knowledge we gain greatly de 
pends upon the method by which we acquire it.—
A oroper and judicious system of effort is neces- | J . . ,. . , ,, c ,i r j - Fountain, and from the subscribers these funds
sary. Some men, by a regular system of study
temperance men, than would be recklessness and 
treachery in the Statesman, in the administration 
of the affairs of Government.
Resolved, That nothing short of strngent laws 
restricting the vending of intoxicating drinks, and 
sure and speedy punishments for ever) violator of 
such laws, are, in the present stage of the temps 
ranee cause the only effectual remedy—to suppress ; 
this foul and demoralizing traffic.
Resolved, That to procure the enactment of 1
agines things green where they are not to be found 
—and where they really are, he cannot see them. 
A perfect exemplification can be found of this in 
his own “ indiwiduai” case.
M ore L egal V oters. We learn from the. 
Journal that two of the petitioners for the repeal 
of the license law, from the town of Gray, vvere I 
paupers! There, Mr. Free American, put that in ! 
your pipe and smoke it.
{fijy3 Thursday night of last week was a witness j 
of a most disgraceful drunken revel among some! 
12 or 34 young men on Water Street, in a certain 
office. The particulars are in circulation but are 
not yet definite enough to publish.
and under, is exempt from seizure on execution for 
debt.
The Boston Courier states that the decision of 
Judge Rogers that umbrellas arc property, lias 
created great excitement in th a t city.
Ih e  deck passage on the steamers between Bnf* 4 
are supported by iron braces at the fa,.° and Ch,ca^ ° ’ f i r a few  n^cka  past, Jins been 
• sails are made of matting, wove
cHIi O f tlUCTi 5 H ico o , xrro <roj*o i n f o r m -
the j ed, vvere replaced by canvass at sea. The main­
sail, with its trimmings, weighs twelve tons. All 
her cordage, both large and small, is made of bam-
mping il in the streets of Saratoga, and telling! 
some plain truths in his own style to the fashionaj
only one dollar! Thc distance is 1000 miles.
A big tent has been erected in Clinton street,
N ew a rk , I\T. J. for tlie  purpose o f  holrlm — t t „ rp * *  
an ce m eetin g s  du rin g  the warm  w eather.
i w ijj
boo. Her cable is fifteen inches in circumference,! stm
and is laid up with a precision that shows the 
Chinese to be far from ignorant, and proves that 
they have arrived as near perfection in the article 
of cordage as vve have, though their material 
is rough and their machinery nothing. The small 
lines are made of the same material, are as pliable 
any rope, and look serviceable.
She mounts a number of guns, rudery made, and 
capable of nothing but making a noise; they are 
all stationary, incapable of elevation or depression. 
Her anchors are of teak wood, with the flukes 
pointed with iron; the shank is full twenty feet 
i long. The stock of the anchor, instead of being 
j at the end of the shank, is placed near the flukes 
| and on the whole, needs only a stone to make an
j old-fashioned down-cast fisherman’s “ kelleck.”__
D a g u e r r e o t y p e  M i n i a t u r e s .— Bro. Newell j All the work about her is horrid rough, except the 
Day, at his rooms over the Franklin Bank con-! sides, which are worked down as*
hies who are visiting the Springs.
W hy don' t they do i t ?—Mrs. Partington 
wants to know why they don’t bring the whole of] 
China at once, instead of fetching it in junks!
In Lowell, within the year ending 30th April 
last, no less than 590 happy pairs entered the state 
of matrimony. During the same period, there 
were 6S9 deaths, and 722 births.
A r a t  S a l a r y .—Lord Morpeth has b e e n  offer­
ed the office of Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, with 
a salary of about $100,000 per annum. W e can 
find a dozen men who would take it for le s s  than 
that.
P ension  to F a t h e r  M a t h e w .—Her Majesty 
has granted a pension of jC300 a year to the Rev. 
Theobald Mathew. Lord John Russell, in com­
municating the fact to the Rev. gentleman, stated 
that the pension vvas conferred upon him in con­
sideration of the sacrifices he had made for the 
promotion of the morals, and the services he had 
rendered to the poorer classes—in deed, to all classes 
of liis countrymen.
Chateaubriand, the great writer and good man, 
bears the following testimony in his closing re­
marks to a friend :—“ If I could begin my life a- 
nevv, I should not write a single line, and would 
wish to die unknown ; but I should ever be a Chris­
tian as l always have been, and even more than I 
ever vvas. All things considered, there is but one
they owe us. Funds are needed to carry on the j such laws and to ensure their prompt, fearlessi aid j thing in life—religion! I tis  religion that gives
faithful execution, no individual, wlo is either 
, i ,, it- . luke-warm or indifferent and who has not been
. j we expect will come.  ^ Y e  hope that the friends| kn()Wn and tried in tbe cause, can consistently -e- j ter existence.
j of the paper will consider this matter and immedi-1 ceive the vote of anv temperance nan fur any
elective office.
order and liberty to the world, and after life a bet-
and observation will acquire more than others with
out in a triple period. System in accomplishing
r r . , ,  . ately forward us the cash.
mental labor, is as indispensable to success as is , . ,. . .  1 ihosesubscriberswhowishtiieirpapersdiscon-
svstem in any department in business operations.—  .. . . . t . .
i  , ; tinued must recollect that before their papers can
T h e  well appropriated hour, the proper arrange- ' *ii r j be stopped, all arrearages must be paid. I Ins is a
m en to f time, the judicious direction of effort, to him ; r
’ J , , , , , : rule .which will be rigidly adhered to.
who sd&ks to acquire knowledge,constitute the grand 1 a
lever with which to remove all obstacles in the 
way of advancement. In many cases vve have 
seen a most beautiful harmony between physical 
and mental effort—between manual and mental la­
bor. A man may think while at work—he may 
add to what he has read from the productions of 
others from out of his own mental treasury.—
There has been many a difficult problem settled
There are many matters of local interest con­
stantly occurring in our town, which we should be 
happy to receive information of from those ac- i «f the prohibited articles in shops, stires, places of
trade or places of public resort, sLll be prinaa 
facie evidence of guilt.
Resolved, That a committee of stven be raised
quainted with them. They serve lo make the 
Fountain of greater interest, and greatly facilitate
our efforts to render th 
faithful local chronicler.
e paper one of value as a j t0 euip]0y the services of an able anijefflcient tern-1
over an anvil—there has been many a bright and 
happy thought born in a work-shop, in the mind of 
some toiling mechanic, which has gone forth, add- 
inn lustre to liis own fame, and augmenting the 
stock of human wisdom—a thought which would 
have added glory to the schools and have been the 
boast of the adept in letters. These things prove 
there can be no exclusiveness in learning. She 
can be obtained by all—the most humble and ob­
scure form no exception. A man by self-culture, 
if he will, may shine with equal brilliancy with 
the rnan of extended scholastic refinement. There
perance lecturer for six months, to cuimenceabout
All letters and communications to the Fountain i ‘he first of October next, whose duty it shall be to j and in his conclusions seldom incorrect, 
must be post paid, in order to secure attention.
Persons returning papers, and wishing to discon
tinue, will greatly oblige the publisher by giving! temperance 
their post office address. Subscribers are request-! 
ed to bear this in mind.
Resolved, That a banner shall 
that town in Penobscot which shall five made the 
Greatest success in the reformation rf the moderate 
1 hc ‘avors ol several correspondents shall re- i drinker and the inebriate, and in tie general ad-
ceive attention next week. P u b l ish e r .
According lo the official returns, it appears that | 
that part ot the cost of rum drinking in Massa-!
j vance of the temperance cause—th evidence and 
result to be reported at the next amkal meeting. 17 We are assured by those competent to judge ii such matters, and who have witnessed their per- 
Phe Excelsior says, “American Dvisionof Bos- f-rrnances, that they are of a high order, altogether 
chuselts, which cornes in the shape of the support j ton, one of the new Divisions, justchartered by tanscending any thing of the kind which has 
of paupers, is about $ 150,000 a year. This is the Grand Division, takes by clianc the number j heretofore visited us. They will perform at Win- 
the most temperate Stale in the Union. of ’76.” * I liroP> AuSust See advertisement.
tinues to take Daguerreotype Miniatures in the j packet ship. Her sails are cut square, and are
best style, and in a manner satisfactory to all.— rigged in the same manner as those of the flat-
He has recently made some valuable improvements bottomed boats which ply upon our rivers above
in the art which enables him to produce a likeness j tide waters. Her spars and yards are made of iron-
in greater perfection than ever. Give him a call. | wood, from three to six inches in diameter.
His charges are reasonable. rp, ,
I here are a large number of small fire-arms on
board, which are very clumsy, and without locks. 
A very simple apparatus is rigged to apply a coal 
of fire to the priming. The breech of the stock, 
instead of being wider at tne lower end, is tapered 
off nearly to a point. There were other instru­
ments which looked rather warlike, but with all my 
Yankee ingenuity, I could not even guess what 
they were for.
I have thus attempted to give you a faint idea of 
some of her peculiarities, but shall not touch upon 
the little matters on board. There is so much 
Chinese about them that they defy description —  
Ier strange paintings, and the abundance of rouah 
carving and gilding about her, give ber a grotesque 
appearance, tbe beauties of which the eye only 
can impart. So rough a ship could not have been 
made by design, and the wonder is how such a 
craft could have been made at a l l ; certainly no 
people, but Chinese, could have made such a thing. 
And jt is strange that a nation which for delicacy 
of workmanship in some branches has no competi­
tors, when it attempts to build a ship, should pro­
duce such an abortion, compared with our vessels. 
She is indeed a wonder, and attracts crowds of not 
less than three thousand a day to see her, as the 
first and no doubt the best and only specimen that 
we shall ever see.
She was 212 days on ber passage from Canton, 
\ia the Cape ot Good Hope, to New York. 1 un­
derstand that her pilot was a Yankee,--very prob­
able !
1 be forty Chinese men on board arc a curious 
specimen of humanity—a great curiosity to those 
who have never before seen one of that curious 
race of beings. They are said to be much darker 
than the Tartar race generally. In color they 
resemble the Penobscot Indians; high cheek­
bones, large faces and small noses. The top of the 
head is round and denotes but little intellect. The
upon
the crown, where the hair is permitted to grow, 
and is kept braided and hangs nearly down to the 
ground. They are full medium size—some are 
quite large. They have very small ankles, feet 
and hands; and the finger nails are permitted to 
grow to an enormous length. The soles of their
A G r ea t  R un.—It is stated that during the 
! Resolved, That we ave opposed to he repeal of! passage of the Sea Witch from Canton for New 
the present license law and do herein recommend . York, she sailed the distance of eighteen hundred
! if anv alteration is proposed to be nade by the . . . . c .- , . , 1 ! mt es a day, in six successive days—a feat winchj present Legislature, that a clause beadded to in-1
|elude 
| poisons.
Resolved, That we recommend father, the sd
trong beer and cider among tie prohibited j was probably never before accomplished.
Cobbett says—“ Women, so amiable in tliem- 
dition of one other clause,viz : That tie possession ! selves, are never so amiable as when they are use-
Rev. Dr. Hawkes formerly of New York, and 
now of New Orleans,has been appointed President 
smooth as a ! of William and Mary College, (Va.)
A Norwegian newspaper has been started in 
Racine county, W isconsin. There are at present 
over fifteen thousand Norwegians in that territory.
When the potato first came to be used some two 
| hundred years ago, it was regarded as a rare deli- 
! cacy, and eaten spiced in wine.
There is a gentleman in Troy who says he has 
so fast a horse that the magnetic telegraph com­
pany “bought him off.i”
George II. Monday, the hatless prophet, is in 
trouble at Philadelphia W hile under examination 
before Judge Parsons, for vagrancy, he told his 
honor that “ God made religion, and the devil 
made Parsons.” He went up for six months.
Rev. Mr. Wilson lately returned from Africa, 
says that the “ fire water” is fast destroying the 
tribes of negroes on the W est coast.
lie  that bath more knowledge than judgment,is 
made for another man’s use, rather than his own.
I he Rothchilds pay taxes on one hundred and 
seventy five millions of dollars!
Joseph Clifton is under arrest at Ellsworth, for 
the manslaughter of Silas Hardy at Little Deer 
Isle.
ful; and as for beauty, though men may fall in 
love with girls at play, there is nothing to make 
them stand to their love like seeing them at work.’
Franklin was an observing and sensible man,
lie  said
visit all tiie towns in the County, coiect facts and j newspaper and a Bible in every house ; a good 
devise ways and means for the mofi speedy and 
sure renovation of Penobscot lrom tie vice ol in I schiol in every district—all studied and apprecia­ted  as they merit—are the principal support of 
presented to j vir.uc, morality and civil liberty.”
Sands , L e n t  & Co s C ir c u s .—This famous
ccmpany will visit this town on Tuesday, August! head is kept shaved, except a small pi
There are two kinds of education,—school edu­
cation and self education—the first is desirable, 
but the latter is indispensable.
The printers in Boston contemplate erecting a 
monument to Stephen Dayo, who established the 
first printing press in this country. H e died in 
Cambridge in 1668. It ls proposcd t() £
monument in Mount Auburn.
Counterfeit 10’s on the Thomaston Bank are in 
circulation. They are signed R. Robinson Prest 
1 lie signature of the true ones is R ich»d ’Robin. 
son.
The French residents of N ew  York Thursday 
celebrated the anniversary of the French revolu­
tion of 1830 in an appropriate manner.
Throughout Great Britain the potato crop is rep­
resented as very abundant, and the English har­
vest generally continues in a promising state.
Some persons have been detected at Charleston 
in attempting to smuggle domestic liquors from
!hat T  l \ NY  Y° tk i" ‘ asks bearing the enstoa, 
house brands of foreign liquors.
An oid maxim says: ‘In  the choice of sides, vir­
tue and wisdom are to be preferred to party.’ It 
ia pretty much obsolete now-a-dave. ft
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FRIDAY M O R N IN G , AUGUST 6, 1847.
Latest from Vera Cruz.
’ Advices to the 18th ult., have been received from 
Vera Cruz. Gen. Pierce had taken his departure 
with 2500 men.
A battle took place near National Bridge be­
tween the Americans and 4000 Mexicans. The 
Mexicans were defeated with a loss of 150 men.— 
Gen. Pierce returned to Vera Cruz for reinforce­
ments. Gen Scott is still at Puebla. Generals 
Cadwalader and Pillow were at Perote. The 
Mexicans had suffered a defeat at La Hoya.
There has been an appointment of two Com­
missioners by the Mexican Government to confer 
with Mr. Trist. Santa Anna was supposed to fa­
vor peace.
Col. De Russy was attacked by 1200 Mexicans 
at Huegulla. He was surrounded and placed in 
g reat peril.
The Col. cut his way through the enemy with 
the loss of 20 men killed and 10 wounded.—Mag­
netic—Times.
Another defeat of the Mexicans had occurred at 
Lahoya.
The boiler of the steamer Chase exploded on 
the Sabine, killing Jalan and Dolano, of Pitts­
burgh.
Dates from Brazos to the 18th had been receiv­
ed at New Orleans, but there was nothing very 
important.
The telegraphic report of Gen. Pierce’s skirmish 
at the National Bridge is so obscure, that the Jour­
nal of Commerce throws some doubt upon il.
M. V attemare’s A ddress. On Tuesday even­
ing, at a meeting of the members of the Legisla­
ture, of which the Hon. Wm. P. Haines of the 
Senate was chairman, he introduced in a very ap­
propriate manner M. A lexander A attemare, of 
the city of Pans, who delivered an address in which 
he gave a very interesting account of his labors 
and his success in effecting exchanges of books, 
maps, charts, engravings, medals, and collections 
of specimens in geology, mineralogy, natural his- 
torv, &c. These exchanges have been made ex­
tensively throughout Europe, under his agency, 
and he is now- actively engaged in effecting them 
with America. He is indefatigable in the work he 
has undertaken ; and no one who sees hirn and 
hears him, and understands what he has done and 
is still doing with unwearied energy, can hesitatp 
in enrolling him among the benefactors of mankind. 
These exchanges, and especially the better and 
nobler feelings of tbe heart which are invariably 
elicited by liis admirable mode of conducting them, 
are the strongest bonds of peace and good will 
from man to man, and from Nation to Nation.— 
M. A'attemare has brought to the State Library a 
large accession of valuable books. It is impossi­
ble for Maine to return anything of a similar kind 
or like value. The State has no extensive collec­
tions in literature, art or science, but we have the 
germ of future greatness, and rich geological, 
botanical and mineral treasures yet scarcely devel­
oped ; and have hearts to feel and appreciate acts 
of generosity and manifestations of good will, from 
whatever quarter they may come, and from none 
quicker than from our ancient allies and constant 
friends, the people of France.—Journal.
Arrival of the Steamer Washington.
The steamer Washington arrived at New York 
yesterday afternoon. She sailed from Southampton 
on the 10th ult., but owing to the bad quality of 
her coal, she was obliged to put back and did not 
leave again until the loth. Her dates from Liver­
pool are to the 13th.
Flour commanded 37s per barrel, (an advance on 
previous quotations of about r5c ;) Corn 41a 45s ; 
Meal 20s-, White wheat 10s 6d a 10s 1 Od ; Red 
do, 10 Id a 10s 4d. The breadstuff market was 
buoyant and there was an increased demand.
The London breadstuff market on the 14th was 
firm. The weather throughout England had been 
fine, and the prospects of the harvest was good.
The Cambria arrived at Liverpool on the 13th.
There was but little or no rot amongst tbe po­
tato crop.
Cotton had receded 1-8 of a penny.
Provisions were without much change.
At Havre the price of flour was 43 francs.
At Liverpool the fever was very prevalent, and 
great suffering among the Irish.
The Irish potato crop promises well.
S pain .—The condition of Spain is represented 
to he most wretched, and the French were collect­
ing an army to protect the frontier.
The difficulties in Portugal have not yet been 
settled.
Food riots had taken place in Gronnigen.
The treaty of peace between Turkey and Persia 
had been signed.
An engagement had taken place between Abdel 
Kader and the Emperor of Morocco, in which the 
latter was defeated.
Tiie troubles at the Cape of Good Hope still 
continued.—Migndic—Transcript.
Arrival of the Steamship Hibernia.
By this arrival, seven days later intelligence from 
Europe is received. The Hibernia arrived at Bos­
ton on Monday morning last.
The political news is ot no importance.
In tbe London Corn Market on the 18th there 
was an improvement of 1 s. to 2 s. per quarter 
for Wheat, but Indian Corn was quite neglected, 
and for barrel Flour there was no demand. Tlie 
rise had been caused chiefly from unfavorable ac­
counts from the agricultural districts, respecting 
the growing Wheat, but which we consider more 
speculation than anything else.
The Cork Constitution says, “The damaged In­
dian Corn, which has been lately introduced into 
Ireland to meet the wants of the people, is likely 
to cause far more serious and lasting injury to the 
country than the mere bringing into consumption 
an article deleterious to the public health.”
There are rumors of the potato rot in some lo­
calities, but no authentic accounts of its appear­
ance. The aggregate amount of acres planted to 
potatoes in the British isles the present season is 
estimated at about one third the quantity usually 
devoted to that crop.
The reports from the manufacturing districts are 
of a satisfactory and encouraging character.— 
Some few failures are noticed in the Manchester 
reports, but they are not to any great extent.
The day for the prorogation of the Brinish Par­
liament does not appear to be yet definitely fixed.
There are rumors of further successes of the 
Circassians over the Russians, but they are rather 
indefinite.
The accounts from Ireland are nearly of the 
same general complexion wiih those by the last 
arrival.
The difficulties in Portugal appear to be con­
clusively settled.
There is no news of much importance from 
Spain. The fruit crop in that country promises to 
be very abundant.
Cheap Postage. It is well known that we have 
ever been in favor of cheap postage ; and, indeed, 
as for that matter, so has every bodv else except 
those who are in office and finger the cash. The 
people who pay out the money are all in favor of 
reduced postages. Those in office, if they look at 
the business correctly, will see that, as far as 
amount of money is concerned, the cheap postage 
system will at last give them more than the old 
rates. They may have to work a little harder, but 
they mav rely upon it. that they would receive more 
cash. This can be demonstranted. The income 
at the Portland post-office, in this State, has in­
creased $229.15, as compared with the correspon­
ding quarters under the old law. Through the in­
strumentality of the Postmaster General,Congress 
ast year made a change in the post-office law.— 
Though tbe instrumentality of thepeople, Congress 
will have to make abetter one next session, or they 
will send better instruments there hereafter. The 
post-office department is emphatically the people’s 
department, and they will ultimately have it ar­
ranged to suit themselves—no > mistake.—Maine 
Farmer.
To Postmasters and N ewspaper S ubscri- 
eers. Hitherto it has been lawful for postmasters 
to receive subscriptions for newspapers, and for­
ward the money to the publishers, free of expense.
This law was repealed bv an act passed on the 
twenty-fifth day of April last, which act was to 
take effect on the first day of July, instant. We 
were not aware of the repeal of the first mention­
ed regulation, neither were deputy post masters 
throughout the country.as we are informed, having 
as we believe,exercised the authority vested in them 
by it since, as well as before the first of July.
We have since learned the facts of its repeal, 
and heard further, that the Post Master General 
ha3 extended the time when it shall come into oper 
ation to the first of August next; after which day, 
payments of subscription must be forwarded throng 
the post office, direct to the proprietors of the res­
pective journals.—JYeiv York He aid.
W ar S tea mers . The war steamers authorised 
to be built under the late act of congress approv­
ed March, 1847, are—two of the first class ; bur­
den, United States tonnage, 2,414 tons; two of 
the second class ; burden, United States tonnage, 
1,379 tons.
The first class arp feet inches
A Good Schoolmaster.
The following excellent story of a New Y ork 
Schoolmaster is from a New York paper :
‘I heard one of your Committees interfering with 
a vengeance, and turning out a schoolmaster tor 
commuting enormities, in the way ot illustrating 
lessons. It appears that he had enlisted the feel­
ings of his pupils in Natural Philosophy, and tried 
to get some apparatus, but was told to do the teach­
ing and leave the nonsense. But nothing daunt­
ed, he got some apparatus himself, and told the 
boys if they would bring him a mouse or two the 
next dav, he would show them the effects of ni­
trogen gas upon tl^ em. The next day came the 
Committee to reprove him, because, forsooth, the 
bovs in their eagerness to learn, had been up all 
night trying to catch mice for their master and dis­
turbing the house ! lie promised to do better, 
but when he came to Astronomy, he committed a 
more atrocious crime—tor being deficient ot an 
Orrery, he took the biggest boy in school, and 
placing him in the middle for the Sun, told him 
how to turn round slowly upon his axis as tbe sun 
did ; then he placed a little fellow lor Mercury 
next to him, a girl for Nenus; then a representa­
tion of the Earth, then a fiery little fellow lor 
Mars, and so on, till he got all the planetary sys­
tem arranged, and explained to each one how last 
he was to turn on liis heel, as lie went round liis 
orbit.
Then giving the signal, the Sur. commenced re­
volving, and away went the whole team ot Planets 
around him, each boy keeping tti his proper dis­
tance from tlie centre, trotting with proper veloci­
ty in his orbit and whirling round in due propor­
tion as lie performed bis revolution. It must have 
been a rare sigli ,^ and a lesson which the boys re­
tained ; for do you think, my dear sir, that John, 
who represented Mtrcury, would ever forget that 
he had an easy time walking round the lubber in 
the centre while Will, who represented Herschel, 
must have been much out of breath in scampering 
around iiis orbit.
But if the boys did not forget the lessnn, neith­
er did the master ; they danced, but lie paid the pi­
per ! for, horrified, the Committee then dismissed 
him at once—he had been teaching, for aught 
they knew, the dance of the Turkish deivishes.’
S cripture well applied. The Ohio Organ 
gives the following instance of the right applica­
tion of scripture in a time of temptation :—
It is stated that Bishop Doane, of New Jersey, 
is strongly opposed to temperance, and his side­
board and tables are loaded with Wines, Brandy, 
Gin, &c. A short time since, Rev. Mr. Perkins, 
of the same denomination, and a member of the 
Order of the “ Sons,” dined with the Bishop,’ who 
pouring out a glass of wine, desired the Rev. gen­
tleman to drink with him, whereupon he replied, 
•‘can't do it, Bishop, ‘wine is a mocker.’ ” “Take 
a glass of brandy, then,” said the distinguished 
ecclesiastic. “ Can’t do it, Bishop, ‘strong drink 
is raging.” By this time the Bishop becoming 
somewhat restive and excited, remarked to Mr- 
Perkins, “you’ll pass the decanter to the gentleman 
next to you.” “No, Bishop, I can’t do that, ‘woe 
unto him that putteth the bottle to his neighbor's 
lip.’ ”
A NEW DISCOVERY BY ScHCENBF.IN. Prof. 
Sclicenbein, it is announced, has made a discovery 
which is making a great sensation in Germany. 
This distinguished professor, who invented gun­
cotton, has just discovered a method for immediate­
ly cauterizing wounds. This invention, in ’con­
nection with that of insensibility produced by 
ether, will effect a complete change in surgery.
A N ew  Mo v e . A vast many mechanics in New 
York who can no longer find employment, are de­
termined to remove to tlie country and occupy 
grazing farms which is an easy
The following voluntary testimonial was sent the Agent at 
Gardiner, (M e.) Mr. A . T. Perkins, and speaks volumes 
in favor of this medicine.
Gardiner , (M e .) June 1, 1847.
Mr . A. T. P er k in s,—Dear Sir;—Having been a great 
sufferer from that torture of the human’race, DYSPEPSIA, 
and having at last found relief, I feel desirous that others 
suffering (and there are thousands) should know the means 
by which 1 was cured. Until about one year since I had 
suffered much from Heart-burn, sour stomach, palpitation oj j 
the Heart, together with general prostration. so much so that 
I was confined to my bed most of the time. The food I 
which I ate distressed me and in fact life became almost; 
a burden. I was totally unable to attend to the slightest! 
duties required 'of me so great was my debility. Hav­
ing tried all remedies recommended and advertised for the ! 
cure of my complaint , and taking the advice of physicians j 
without getting relief, I gave up all hopes ot' recovery, in 
fact my physicians frankly told me that they could do noth-j 
ing for me. At this time my sufferings were very great all j  
hope of recovery or ever being made comfortable had fled, j 
I gave mvself up to suffer. Accidentally in looking over a i 
newspaper I noticed an advertisement of DR. WOODS": 
SARSAPARILLA AND W ILD CHEERY, and on read-; 
ing it 1 thought that I might probably obtain some relief, j 
not thinking a cure of my case possible, and as a last hope j 
I procured a bottle from your store and commenced taking 
it and to mv great joy 1 at once found r e l ie f , being 
encouraged by its wonderful effects, I was induced to con­
tinue its use after having taken four bottles 1 was able to be 
up and and about thc house to attend to my domestic duties, ] 
and feeling-much better than I had for months or even years, j 
I was now satisfied that I had at last found a remedy for my j 
disease and felt assured that by continuing its use I should j 
be et*te l, and such has proved to be the case. 1 have now I 
taken about a dozen bottles and can sav to those suffering
OLYMPIAN FESTIVAL!
T Q & L
!
S A N D S , L E N T  &  C O .’S
A  3 1  S  R  I  C  A  JN C I R C  l  S
The N ew  York
SCIEATIFIC_AMERICAK,
T H I R D  Y E A R ,
41118 popular Scientific and Mechanical Journal, (which 
has already attained thc largest circnlation of any 
weekly paper of the kind in the world,) will commence its 
Third  Volume on Saturday, Sept. 25th.
Each number of The Scientific American contains from 
FIVE to SEVEN ORIGINAL MECHANICAL E N -  
G RA\ IN G S ; a catalogue of AMERICAN PATENTS, 
as issued from the Patent Office each week; notices of the 
progress of all new Mechanical and Scientific inventions; 
instructions in various Arts and Trades, with Engravings; 
curious Philosophical and Chemical experiments; the latest 
Railroad intelligence in Europe and America; all the differ­
ent Mechanical Movements published in a series and illus­
trated with more than a Hundred Engravings, &c. kz.
It is in fact a pojier that MERITS tlie patronage of all 
MECHANICS and M ANUFACTURERS throughout the 
United States, aud should be in the hands of every one that 
the advancement of Mechanical or Sci-
[ Second season since thnr tour m Europe. ]
J f A  O.MPREHENDING in one extensive and magnificent I ____
entertainment, all the varied exercises and talent ot j aa jnlereit 
the Arena, the Gymnasium, and the Menage; embracing the i . . . , .  n
most beautiful stud of Horses, and the most costly and Aril-! entlfic improvements in this Country, 
liant equipage that can be found in Europe or America— j It w published in QUARTO FORM, conveniently adapt- 
teiug collected from the most celebrated stables in die old , t0 RINDING, and furnished to Country Subscribers at 
world, during a seven years’ tour of the proprietors. d)(? L Q W  p R IC E  0 p  T W 0  D O L L A R S  A Y E A R ;
Among the most commanding teatures ol this troupe are, . . ,
the thorough bred English horse MAY FLY ,who dances in j O N E  D O L L A R  IN  A D  , A.\C E , and tne remainder in 
an inconceivably graceful style, and in perfect time with the : gjx Months. Address, [4w2]
from tnis disease that 7 am entirely cured. 1 keep a bottle ; music, ah the fashionable Pas Seuls, alter the manner of tlie j 
constantly by me. and when 1 feel tlie least unpleasant symp I lnost popular Parisian artisis. . . . j
- • ’ The TW IN P O M E S, Damon and Pytluas, m their m-of this excellent medicine entirely removes it. 
opinion every case of D Y SPEPSIA  and its at-
Between perpendiculars, 250 0
Beam, extreme, 45 0
Dentil to gundeck in hold, 
The second class are
26 6
Between perpendiculars, 216 0
Beam, extreme. 27 0
Depth to gur.deek in hold, 23 0
The two first class steamers, and one in flames. Loss set down at $5,000—insured for 
$2,500.
More Scoundrelism. We learn that on Sat­
urday night, the house of Judge Luther S. Cush­
ing, 93 Pinckney street, was besmeared with tar 
and filth pretty much in the same manner as it was 
bestowed upon Deacon Grant’s house some weeks 
since, though not to so great an extent. We hope 
measures will be taken to ferret out the actors in 
these base and contemptible outrages.—Bos. Mail.
P ushing along.—The Amherst (Mass.) Ex press 
says, that a stalk of corn, in the garden of Mr. B. 
Park of that town, grew, in three of the hot days 
of last week, sixteen and one half inches. The 
first day it grew six inches ; the second, five and a 
half; and the third, five.
The large barn and corn house attached to the 
Washington county poor-house, N. Y., was burnt
Melancholy.
I he Northampton papers contain the facts of a 
most affecting tragedy which occurred in that vil­
lage on last Sunday week.
Hiram A. Johnson, aged 17, returning from 
church, called at the office of the Drs. Thomson. 
ior his friend, a student in the office, to accompany 
him to the house where thev boarded He step- 
ped to a glass to ad just his cravat, when his friend 
who was in an adjoining room, the door standing 
open between the glass and the bed on which he 
was reclining, took up a fowling piece which stood 
at the head of the bed, in order to startle Johnson 
pointed it at him and snapped it. Johnson at the 
moment turned round, and received the shot charge 
in his neck and breast. He vvas instantly killed. 
Another Student vvas present.
The fowling piece vvas left at the office some 
weeks before, and the student had examined it and 
found it not loaded. A day or two before this ac­
cident one of the students had loaded it in order 
to shoot a squirrel, but spared the life ot the little 
sporter ai the entreaty of this very student, and 
the gun was set aside without drawing the charge, 
moment the fact of its being charged had
of the
second class, to be propelled by side wheels ; the 
other by a screw propeller. ,
One of the largest class is to be built at Gos­
port, and one at New lTork and one at Kilterv 
Maine.— Union.
D isf.ase among C a t t l e . The distemper, which 
prevailed so extensively this time last year in West 
Jersey, and spread to Long Island and other (.arts 
of the country, destroying in its course, hundreds 
of the finest animals that ever ate grass, has made 
its appearance again, and is creating consternation 
and alarm among the poor farmers. They suffer­
ed severely last summer, by this disorder, and af­
ter making up somewhat for their losses by the 
high prices they got for their grain, the last win­
ter, tlm same disease stares them in the face, and 
bids fair to be as malignant as it was last year. In 
Salem county, one rnan lost five head last week, 
another eleven, and another four. It is supposed 
from the first symptoms that it is a species of mur­
rain, hitherto not known.
A Humbug E xploded The grand project of 
raising Capt Kidd’s vessel at Caldwell’s Landing 
on the Hudson, and obtaining vast treasure—a pro­
ject in which a large amount of money was em­
barked by credulous men, has proved to he what 
many suspected, an egregious humbug, originat­
ing in fraud. It is now Enown that a gun which 
had been taken from the wreck, pieces of gold, 
coin, etc., were deposited there a few davs pre­
vious, that this discovery might cheer the hearts of 
the stockholders, and induce others to purchase 
shares!
.Seizure of the W hale S hips at B io G rande.
Letters have been received from Rio Janeiro, giv­
ing information of the seizure of several of our 
whalers—one account savs five ships—bv the 
Brazilian government. One of the vessels, in 
charge of Brazilian officers, had arrived at Rio.
The writer deplores that the United States naval 
force is so small on that station, and feelingly en­
quires, ‘When our government will send out some 
frigates V
A Maine Cow. That good (not great) cow 
owned by Hon. H. Ingalls of Mercer,of which we . 
spoke in the Banner a few  weeks ago . has been I F1 ,  ®OST(£  M ARK ET-Jnlv 31.
sold for one hundred and  tw enty-five dollars  and t , i Thc, n e w s *** ' Vashl?ton has YJF■ i t *  , A  , a o u a ,s i an(1 ; pletelv unsettled the market and caused an advance ot aOc
passed through this town last T uesday on her w ay : per bbl. Sales of Michigan and Genesee have been made 
lo .Boston. A ll  a^ree that she is a cheap cow  at | at S 6 37 a 6 50, and some holders refuse to sell at these 
that great price. Sh e is  ten years old ; and her rates- The stock of good Flour is very much reduced; but 
bag is so large that it nearly reaches the oround verJ ° f  Southern in market. The principal holders of 
as she w alk s. B oston  folks never saw anv" thino- are £ot ^oaic sinail safef are making at 75
of the cow kind equal to her before. Remember ^  5 ,°a'Si ivememoer are scarce and selling at 50 a doc per bushel, as to quality.
tom a dose 
I am of tin
teiulaits can be cured by the use of  D r . W oods S a r s a ­
p a r i l l a  W ild Cherry  Bitters.
To those I would earnestly recommend them to try it. 
Its astonishing effects in my case should induce every one 
suffering from this disease to give a trial. I feel satisfied 
they ivill never regret it. You are at liberty to refer any 
one to me and it will give me great pleasure to personally re­
commend tlie use of that excellent remedy and state the par­
ticulars of mv cure.
Signed, NANCY" HOLBROOK.
I sm aquainted with the above named Nancy Holbrook, 
and ihe statement of the cure described in her certificate can 
be dipended upon as being correct. A. T . PERKINS.
Gardiner, June 17, 1847. 52
POST PAID.
MUNN & CO., Publishers.
123 Fulton-Street, New York.
i l l  aril aacs.
I tell thee there is no power 
To part us—but in death.”
in Augusta, 4th inst., Sewall Dalliff to Miss Betsey 
Willev.
In Bangor, 29th inst., by Rev. Dr. Shepard, Mr. John 
Calisle, Jr., to Miss Nancy A ., daughter of Dea. John 
N«ves, all of Bangor.
At the Tremont Temperance House, New York Mr. 
Tlomas Davis, Editor of the Boston Business Directory, 
toMiss Alice E. Ricker, of Lynn.
D c a t l j s .
■ Why o’er the virtuous dead should mourners weep 1 
The virtuous never truly die—they sleep.”
numerable Feats, Waltzes, Tricks and Exercises.
The scientific, and wonderfully trained FIGHTING  
PO NIES, Deaf Burke and Tom Spring.
The diminutive, elegantly formed, and gracefully taught 
fairy steed CINDERELLA, purchased at Frauconi’s, Paris, 
and’at Astley’s Royal Amphitheatre,London, at immense cost.
The high bred and thorough Arabian POLKA HOPv.SE, 
Pas Temps.
And the most beautifully marked, highly trained, docile 
and sagacious LILLIPUTIAN TROUPE ol 12 Ponies, all 
of which are for the first time introduced to the American 
public, and w ill be pronounced by all who witness their 
achievements to be the richest novelties and the highest ex­
hibition of art and excellence in equestrianism that wealth 
and enterprise ever succeeded in introducing into this country.
Prominent and in bold relief to any similar exhibition ever 
presented to the public, stand the performances of Mr . R. 
SANDS and his talented children, Maurice and Jesse, 
forming a new school of Gymnastics, combined by a series 
of classic passes, evolutions, groupings and flights of aerial 
gravitation, which will command the admiration of the 
scholar, poet, painter and sculptor.
First in importance in equestrian display, is the juvenile 
rider, Master HERNANDEZ, whose achievements on 
horseback excel in grace all who have preceded him in this 
country, and style him the “ Ducrow of North America.”
Master W ALTER AYMAR, whose daring, graceful 
performances are second only to Hernandez.
The great scenic rider, Mr. MOSLEY , will exhibit his 
original characters of the Pickwick Family,







In this town, July 29th, Charles E. youngest child of Mr. 
aid Mrs. Sifamia Bowman, aged 9 months.
’Twas only lent thee, Mother, for a while,
Thy darling boy, but now, thy sainted child.
God gave, yet soon he took thy only son,
Submissive bow, and say, “ Thy will be done.”
No more the music of liis merry voice 
W ill cause thy heart to bound, ay, to rejoice,
No more his tiny hand will smooth thy brow—
But ’tis thy Father, who afflicts thee, now.
Then dry thy tears, thy baby boy is blest,
Reposing calmly on his Saviour’s breast,
From earth and all its cares, his spirit’s free—
Then weep not Mother dear, weep not for me.
In Augusta, 26th inst., Dr. Enoch S. Tappan, aged 66 
art o f f; rm ing, >'ears-
and more productive than raising grain. 'H ie  new . Leeds 23d inst Dr. Thomas YV . Bridgliam, a mem- 
, , , • ,, T-v i tier ot the House ot Representatives, aged about 5-1 years,
demand lor butter and cheese in the European;
market is in ducing all farmers to make those ar­
ticles in great quantities.
F ire at F reeport. The Portland Advertise 
says that a fire broke out at Freeport, about 5 
o’clock Thursday morning, which, before it wa; 
quelled, destroyed property to the amount of frori 
$10,000 lo 15.000. It originated in the store of
Exercises by the India Rubber Man,
Clown to the Ring,
2d Clown and Buffo Singer,
Equestrian Manager,
Master of the Ring,
(jtj* Price of admission—Box and Pit, 25 cents; posi­
tively no half price.
(riu The above Circus will be exhibited in AUGUSTA, 
Saturday. Aug. 14; in HALLOWELL, Monday, Aug. 16; 
in GARDINER, Tuesday, Aug. 17; in W INTHROP, 
Wednesday, Aug. 18. 2w2
[From the Commercial Advertiser.]
T O  T I I E  B A L D  A N D  G R E Y " .
I p you wish a rich, luxuriant head of hair, free fren dan­
druff and scurf, do not fail to procure the genuine Balm of 
Columbia, as manufactured by Comstock & Co. In case of 
baldness, it will more than exceed your expectations. Ma­
ny who had lost their liair for twenty years, have had it res­
tored to its original perfection by the use of this Balm. 
Age, state or condition appeals to be no obstacle whatever. 
It also causes the fluid flow with which the delicat hair tube 
is filled;by which means, thousands have had their hair res­
tored. In all cases of fever, it will be found tbe most pleas­
ant wash that can be used. A few applications only are 
neeessary to keep the hair from falling out. In strengthens 
the roots; it never fails to impart a rich glossy appeal ance; 
and as a perfume for the toilet, it is ur.equaled".
Sold Wholesale, by ROSS Sl POOR, (late Comstock 8z 
Ross,) 19 Tremont Row, Boston. Also, by his Agents, in 
Gardiner, A. T. P erkins, C. P. B ranch, and G. M. 
Atwood. ly l
are
HENRY F. DAY l  fo.,
Nos. I & 2, Day’s Brick Block, over the Bridge,
N E A R  T H E  G A R D IN E R  F L O U R  M IL L S ,
Mr. Seth B ailey , which w as o f  wood, and w as, af- j  ^P ER tor sale a large and c^misive assortment of 
, • i i ‘ii, i l v HARD YY ARE und CR*JCiAEKY.most sim ultaneously with the discovery, enveloped Hard Ware.—Their stock of Hard Ware consists iu 
part of the following, v iz :. IRON and STEEL; Cut and 
Wrought Nails; Sheet Lead; Lead Pipe; Zinc; Copper 
and Iron Pumps; Axletrees; Carriage and Seat Springs; 
Anvils and Vises.
Saws.—Cross-Cut, Circular, Mill and Pit Saws, &c., 
&c., &c.
Carpenters’ Tools.—A good assortment of Foreign 
and Domestic Manufacture.
Sadlery Goods—a great variety.
Agricultural Tools.—Plows, Scythes, Snaths, Rakes, 
Hay and Manure Forks, Shovels, Spades, Hoes,Crow Bars,
&.C., &c.
A  L A R G E  A S S O R T M E N T  O F  C U T L E R Y ,
Tca and Door Bells; Trunk and Chest Locks; Butts and 
Screws; Hinges, Door Handles and Bolts; Glass and Ma­
hogany Knobs; Mill Files and Rasps, a large assortment,—  
Tacks and Brads, Shoe Nails, Coffee Mills, Flat Irons, 
Seives, Candlesticks, Wire, Ox, Trace and Well Chains. 
Also, Paint, White Wash and Varnish Brushes, Manilla 
|and Hemp Cordage, Bed Cords, Window Lines, &c.
H O L L O W  WA S f E .
on Monday, with 4000 sheaves of rye, three valu-| WINDOW GLASS. OF A L L  SIZES. 
able horses, nineteen sheep, a number of hogs, j CHINA, GLASS, & CROCKERY WARE, 
and fanning utensils. York Shaver was arrested j A large assortment of China, Glass, and Crockery Ware, 
as the incendiary. i of tlie latest styles; White Stone, Blue and Brown Dining,
j Tea and Toilet Setts; French & English China Tea Setts.
R iot in P ittsburgh . In Pittsburgh on Wed- j Lamps.—Solar, Astral, and Bracket Lamps. Glass 
nesday, a serious riot occurred in a house of ill | Candlesticks; Preserve and Fruit Dishes, Pitchers,Sugars, 
fame, Guns and brickbats were used, and it is breams and Plates, Lamp Shades, &c.
said that two persons were mortally wounded.
B ir t h  E xtraordinary .—The lady of Mr. Hen­
ry Gosling, restauratur of Nassau street, N. York 
last Saturday morning became the mother ol 
her twenty -fourth child! Tn consequence of the
Girandoles, with one, two, and three lights, of various 
styles. Just received, a large and splendid assortment of 
V A S E S .
Common Ware.— Common Tea Setts; Wash Bowls 
and Pitchers; Plates, Mugs,&c. Y ellowS tone W a r e , 
a large variety.
Also, Willow and Wooden Ware.— Cradles, Bas-
S  T  45 i \  E  W  A  ' l l  E
F O R  D A I R Y  P U R P O S E S .
IjX EW  of our fanners are aware of all the advantages of using Stone Ware in the management of the Dairy. 
It being made of peculiar kinds of clay, which by the action 
of a powerful heat is converted into stone, should be suffi­
cient to recommend it to every one who has the care of milk. 
It is well known that the common brown earthen ware so 
much in use is glazed with lead, which will corrode when 
acted upon by an acid, and as cream is very liable to become 
sour iu warm weather, the oxygen that it imbibes from the 
atmosphere, which makes it sour, must in some degree act 
upon the lead of the glazed pot and form the oxyde of lead, 
and render it not only disagreeable to the taste, but very un­
wholesome. The stone pot, being entirely free from all 
substances of this kind, and in a high degree a non-conduc­
tor, keeps the cream cool and in a pure aud sweet state 
much longer than the glazed pot or a wooden vessel. And 
for the purpose of packing down Butter, the stone pot will 
preserve every part of it sweet and pure, while the glazed 
pot or wooden firkin imparts to that portion of the mass 
which comes in contact with them, a disagreeable flavor.—  
For the same reasons the stone churn, for those who have 
but few cows, is far superior to the old fashioned article.—  
No one can properly appreciate the difference between stone 
and earthen ware for these purposes until they have tried 
them.
The Stone Ware Factory in Gardiner is located near 
thc extensive Hard and Crockery Ware Stoic of H. F. 
Day & Co.,aud conducted by the subscriber, who will keep 
constantly on hand a good assortment of every description 
of the alxive named Ware, at wholesale and retail, on as fa­
vorable terms as at any other establishment of the kind in 
this country. Orders from thc country respectfully solicited, 
and Ware safely packed to ship at short notice.
2 ‘ ROBERT THOMPSON.
To the Judge o f Probate for the County o f Lincoln:—  
r |P U lE  Petition of Marshall S. IIagar, of Rich- 
JL mond, in said countv, respectfully represents, That 
THOMAS L eBALLISTER, late of \Vhitefield, in sard 
county, died more than a year since, and left estate real and 
personal, that ought to be administered according to law; 
that none of the kindred or any other person has adminis­
tered on said estate. Your petitioner further represents 
that he is a creditor cf said deceased, to the amount of Five 
Hundred Dollars; that if administration should be taken on 
said deceased’s estate, ample estate could be discovered to 
pay your petitioner his debt. He therefore prays that after- 
due notice to all persons interested in said deceased’s estate, 
that administration thereon may be granted to him, or some 
disinterested person. MARSHALL S. HAGAR 
Dated at Wiseasset, May 17, 1847.
L IN C O L N , S S .—At a Probate Court held at Wiseasset, 
in said county, on the 17th day of May, A. D. 184.7, up­
on the above petition, the matters therein alleged having 
j been duly considered,
ORDERED, that the Petitioner cause notice of the pen­dency of the same, with this order, to be published 
three weeks successively in the Cold Water Fountain, a 
public newspaper printed at Gardiner, before Thursday, tlie 
nineteenth day of August, A. D. 1847, that thev may ap­
pear on said day at a Probate Court to be held at Richmond, 
in said County of Lincoln, at 10 o’clock in the morning, 
there and then to shew cause, if  any there should be, why 
the prayer of the petitioner should not be granted.
_____ 3wl NATH. GROTON, Judge.
A \ ING taken die store formerly occupied by Ray 
T hompson & Co., offers to the inhabitants of Gar­
diner and vicinity, and will keep constantly on hand a large
assortment of
Dry Goods, Groceries, aud Provisions,
Which he will sell as cheap as at any other Cash Stoke 
in this town, {jrj-pleasc call and examine. j28 ltf
L A S T  C A L L .
&  LL persons indebted to the subscriber, by Note or Ac - 
.rim count, are requested to settle the same* on or before 
thc FIRST DAY OF SEPTEM BER, if thev wish to 
save costs. All demands not settled at that time will be 
left with an Attorney for collection. J. O. JAQUES. 
Gardiner, July 28, 1847. 13w
E ffusin ' W e s l e y a n  S e m i n a r y .
T HE I ALL TERM will commence on the 4th of Au­gust. H. P . TORSEY, Sec’y .
Kent’s Hill, July 21,1847. 2wfr­
it) crease of his family Mr. G. was obliged to move ikets, Chairs, Tubs, Pails, Measures, Brooms, Matts, Floor 
up town where the city is less densely populated, i and Dust Brushes, &c., &c.
A little boy just beginning to read Congression- A. T. T. £  60. Q T  Xt S 5*
al news, asked his father if the members of Con­
gress were all deaf and dumb r 
were because they made so many motions.
5 0 0  Gallons Linseed Oil; 2 0 0 0  Lbs. Extra and Pure 
XJ , . . : Ground Lead, which will be sold at the lowest prices.
He thought they | Gardiner, Aug. 6 ,1847. 2tf
,, , , • x, lA tchUeld  WAberal In s t i tu te .
-Not dea d  y e t .— A  rumor was spread in Bos- rjBTIIE FALL TERM of this Institution will commence 
ton last week that Hon. Daniel Webster had been jj_
K o l m s t o c k - s  W r m  i f a g e .
T his remedy for worms is one of thc most extraordinary 
ever used. It effectually eradicates worms of every sort, 
for children and adults.
T H O U S A N D S  perish by worms without the real cause 
being known. Some other reason is assigned for their sick­
ness, until too iate to cure thc real cause.
What immense responsibility then rests upon the parent who 
does not know, and the doctor who docs not understand the I 
complaint which is destroying those precious flowers of 
life— Children.
What shall be done? The answer is plain. Give this j 
vermifuge, which will be sure to do good, if they have no j 
worms; and if they have, it will destroy and eradicate them 1 
with a certainty and precision truly astonishing.
It cannot harm the smallest infant or thc strongest adult. 
There is no mercury or mineral in it. Mercury 13 the basis 
of most worm remedies; and the remedy is sometimes worse 
than the disease. So never use lozenges, but rely upon 
this. Every person will be convinced on one trial, that it is 
the most perfect cure ever invented.
The immense sale that this vermifuge has, is a sure test of 
its value and thc estimation in which it is held by families. 
It would be quite too expensive to publish a volume of cer­
tificates that have been given for this article, and the users 
of it are requested to spread the name to all persons whom 
they think my be benefitted by it.
Speak of it in all families, and you will do your duty to 
your fellow creatures, and feel assured of the approbation 
of all good men, and will receive your reward in heaven.
W e call on all good citizens to make known the effects of I 
this wonderful remedy.
Sold wholesale by ROSS & POOR, (late Comstock 
& Ross,) 19 “
Agents in Gardiner 
A. T. Perkin
H o u s e  f o r  S a l e ,  o r  t o  J L e t .
n )H  HE subscriber offers for sale his House situated on 
i l  thc corner of Central and Elm Streets, occupied by 
Mr. S. W . Bates. If not sold immediately it will be Jet,
and possession given soon, 
july 27. ' l tf
JOHN DENNIS.
NEW  IRON FOUNDRY.
A N D  M A C H I N E  S H O P .
r g l H E  subscribers, having built a new Iron Foundry and 
JL Machine Shop, are prepared to furnish CASTINGS 
at short notice, and on favorable terms.
They will manufacture Windlass Purchases, Quarter 
Blocks, Shicvcs, Hawser, Stern, Deck and Side Pipes, 
Belaying Rails, Pins, Chocks, k c .
F or Mills— Shafting Gears, Wing and Plate Gudg­
eons, Iron Buckets, Rims, Cranks, Boxes; also, Saw Ar ­
bors, Boxes for Millstone eyes, Hubs for Carts and Wag­
ons, Boxes, Dec Plow Castings, Fire Frames, Fire Dogs, 
Cultivator Teeth, and most kinds of Castings wanted for 
Agriculture, Ship-Building, and Machinery, 
Thev have also purchased of the proprietor the right of 
the A D K I N S  AVATER W H E E L , (known by seme 
as the Lawton W h e e l ,) for the County of Lincoln. It 
is a most valuable invention, where the saving of water is 
an important consideration. Thev are perfectly adapted to 
Tide Mills, as they will run equally as well with any given 
head under as out of water. Their advantages are very 
great under low heads of water, as Saw-mills and other ma­
chinery may be driven very fast under four foot head and 
fall. They are so enclosed as not to i'reeze in w inter, and 
in construction they arc simple, cheap and durable, being 
made of cast iron, and thev are geared with less than haft'
Tremont Row, Borton) and reteil i V S  ’he °' ^  T  ™  ^  CtI* rad-r- d  D ’ __- , : wintaoes too numerous to mention here., C. P. Branch. G. M. Atwood, and r, l • > .  • . . ,sg ’ j -  ’ i  ersons who wish to improve their Mills, are invited to
: rnll nnd nvnmmn nnp in nnpmtir.n .I,. t-"...I.,.:,-,.call and exa ine one in operation at this Foundry.
| There are, aiso, four Saws driven by one at the Dama-Tsic JVapIcs H a i r  Hoc  , . .. „ ,
For some unaccountable reason, for the last one or two ! ne^r ^ 1S FounJn*.
Undoubted references will be given as to its merits,
LOTHROF & HIGGINS.
on thc FIRST' MONDA Fof September next.
punched over by a mad bull. It turns out that Thc liberal patronage which this Institution has received 1 frcar?’. fflaliy >'oung people, both male and female, have had
Daniel punched the bull, instead of the bull Dan- j lor l^c a^st Uv0 vcars> indicating, as it does, that the public i )‘lc m“ *ort)!ae t0 l^ave their hair turn prematurely grey. I
je ] approve its character and objects, has led its friends to se- I llaYe becn frequently applied to tor something to turn their
sure an Act of Incorporation, during the present session of l^a*r back to its natural color, which has induced me to go | 
the Lesrislaturc, with a view to make the School permanent! t0 much tr°ubie and expense in order to furnish my custom- 
through the year. The friends of the Institute will spare I ers and tlle Pub!IC generally, with a new and improved Hair j 
no pains to make it all that the wants o f the public demand. ' Dye—one that is entirely effectual, and not the least injuri- j Bos
A thorough course of instruction will be given in the Lan- ous ,t0 hca<? or hair= the moderate price of 50 cents | chaeper tli
guages, Natural Sciences, and Ornamental Branches, to­
gether with other branches taught in similar schools.
Efforts will be made, both by Lectures and in the course 
of instruction, to make the School supply thc place of a 
Teacher’s Institute to those intending to instruct in common
Damariscctta Mills, July 27, 1S47
H E  M A R K E T S .
she is a Maine cow.—Banner
R e-appearance of the P otato B ligiit '— W e r  „ xYSwuS m a F k e t T Ju!Y 31'
are informed that Mr. P. Morton, of Williams- pcr lb ’ ’ ^
burg, a few  days since exhib ited  in that place a Flour— £ 5  88 a 6 12 for all Western. 'There are no ur-
quantity o f  potato stalks w hich  w ere entirely wil- gent buyers in a large way.
ted and decayed, snowing every appearance of the Wheat and Rye no sales. Corn 65 a 70c asked, buyers 
ravages of the potato disease. He said they I a a c^- 
were taken from a field containing about half an ; ‘ ' C' 81 a
acre in a like condition.—Hampshire Herald.
I and £7.
school
Lectures on the Sciences will be illustrated from a valua­
ble selection of apparatus.
Members of the School will have access, free o f charge, 
to a well selected L ib r a r y  connected with the Institution.
The Male Department will be under tbe charge of M r. 
CROSBY Ii. W HEELER, who will be assisted in 
the Department of French by Mr. P. A. RAMEL, a French 
gentleman connected with the school for the purpose of ob­
taining a more perfect knowledge of the English Language.
The Female Department will be directed by Miss Car- 
: o lin e  R. Wheeler, who will give special attention to 
classes in the Ornamental branches.
T U IT IO N , P E R  T E R M . 
j Common English, . . . .  ,9.3.00
M o r t a l it y  IN a S ingle F a m ily  T h e  fam ily At marhet> 762 BeefWattle, 6 pairs W’orking Oxen, 50 Hign English and Languages, - - 3,59
c  i a  T  j . , e  ,am ily  Cows and Calves, 2500 Sheen and Umb« and 240 Sw  ne Painting, Drawing, & Ornamental N r-cdlc M ork 1,50 each.
M r. S am u el H ask ins, n f H ardw ick  ,irpspnt<; P rices—Beef Cattle—Exmi £6 75; first quality S 6 00 OGrBoard can be obtained in good families for £ 1,00 and
56 50; second quality £ 5  75 a £6  34; third quality £5 : "V"5. Pcr.'vcck; . 
a £ 5  25. " j Instruction will be given, free o f charge, to a number of
indigent young men, not exceeding 8 at one time, fitting for 
the ministry.
Books furnished at the Institute at from 7 to 12 per cent, 
less than Portland prices.
Any lurther information given by inquiry of the Principal, 
or Committee, directed to jLitchjidd Corner.
D. BILLINGS, )  x,
C. QUIN NAM, <
W . ROBINSON, )  Com,mMc- 
Litchfield Corner, Aug. 6 ,1847. 3w2
F r i c t i o n  M a t c h e s .
HE Subscriber will supply Traders and Peddlers with 
ton, New York, or Gardiner Friction Matches, 
than can be purchased in any other place in New 
| England. Said Matches arc put up "with or without Bnm-per bottle. I have succeeded beyond my expectations.
This article I offer to the public with great confidence, j stone, and warranted first quality.
I have had it thoroughly tested, time after time, before I of-1 July 16th 1847. * WILLIAM PALMER
fered it for salc. 'Phe price is such that all can afford to j _______________ _ __ ____________________________ _
use it, and its quality, I believe to be superior to any ever | 
before made. Sold by POOR & ROSS, (late Comstock ot j 
Ross,) 19 Tremont Row, Boston; and by his Agents ini 
Gardiner, A. T . Perkins, G. M. Atwood, and C. P. j 
Branch. Jvl
C o n n e r s  M a g i c a l  P a i n  E x t r a c t o r .
K o o s d  P a p e r .
: M. P ALMER has for sale at his Store a small lot of 
Room Paper, which he will sell cheap.
July 16, 1847.
F r e e d o m  N o t i c e
BRIGHTON MARKET—July 26, 1847.
k ,  C .
of r. Sa uel Haskins, of Hardwick, presents
the greatest instance o f  m ortality from one d is- a £6  50; secoad quality £ 5  75 a £6 34; third qualin-'ss  
e a se , that w e at present rem em ber— the m other   .
four brothers and tvvo sisters having fallen v ic tim s ; Working Oxen— £95, £ 100, £115. 
to consum ption during the last four years, and tw o (f i " s an(l Calves—Sales at £20, £25, £32, £38. 
having died o f  the sam e d isease a few  years pre- a a" Lambs Old Sheep :"1 a 75; Lambs £ 1 0 0  
vious. T h e  fam ily  at one tim e consisted  o f  16 Swine'-OH Hogs 5 3-4; Small Pigs 7 a 8c.
i W ren -ten  of whom (two having died of an- A large number of the Beef Cattle are of small size, and 
Otner disease) with the mother, now sleep the Jong P°°r quality, and a larsre number remain unsold, 
sleep of death. - ___________________
IN all the following complaints the Magical Salve acts like J&TOTICE is hereby given thatl havethis davrelinquish- 
a charm, and is warranted to please in every case. No one j X n I ed to my son ROBERT, all claim to his time until he 
need purchase the Salve upon uncertainties, as we gttaran- j shall arrive at twenty-one years of age, and that I shall claim 
tee it to operate more effectually than aav other preparation none of his earnings nor" pay any of his debts after this 
before the public, or any prescription prepared by any medi- ’ 
cal man in America.
wholly escaped the mind of the young man, whose 
distress at the event is described as most heart­rending.
Steamer Washington Irving, on her way to
r u in e d ^  rorn W k ,  broke her crosstrecs and  
ru.Dcd her m achinery; dam age ^ 1000 .
A child was poisoned at Danbury. Ct., on the . W e a r 's  Balsam of Wild Cherry.
* kh inst,, by putting a visiting card'in his mouth, l o o k i S ^ " f " '*  6™l'e*h£’ which his mother bad uivpn lookingas roOurt tnough shehad net er known what sick-
Burns, Frosted Parts, Chafe, Tetter, Blotches, Strains, 
Erysipelas, Mumps, Galls. A ll Corns, Riuirounds, Ring­
worms, Carbuncle, Prickly Heat, Broken Breast, Sort Dps, 
Blistered Surfaces, White Swellings, Tender Feet, In k  ama­
tory Rheumatism, Ague in the Face and Breast, Fever Sores, 
Sore Eyes and inflamed Skin, Weak Sight. Rrmzh Hands, 
Biles and Warts, Pains in thc Back and Side, Cold in 
U ounds. Scalds, Chilblains, Chaps, Pimples, Sore Nijrplcs, 
Ulcers, Cuts, Blister Dressings, Tic Derloreetux, P ilis, Bar­
ber’s Itch, Eruption, Sore eye Lids, Felon, Sore Legs, Bruis­
es, Sore Throat, General Sores.
A S  A  F A M IL Y  M E D IC IN E ,
No man ran measure its value; so long as the stars roll 
i over the heavens; so long as man treads the earth, subject 
: to all the infirmities cf the flesh; so long as disease and sirk-1 
i ness is known;—-just so long will this good ointment, if used, i 
| be esteemed.
tiate. his
SAMUEL X  CLEAVES.
MARX
Attest: C. DANFORTH.
Hallowell, July 12,1847. 3w52*
Particular Notice !
U 31H E  person who took a BARREL of FLOUR from 
JL Steamboat Wharf on Saturday, the 3d inst., between 
the hours of 11 and 12, A. M. marked “ SAMUEL MA­
SO N ,” is requested to return it to the Steamboat Wharf
again. No questions asked. £2 July 16.
mother had given him to play with.— 
48 ho- — 
ras for 
powerful poison.
H e  died in  urs. T h e  e n a m e lo f  the card on I h i^ b e e n ^ c k fo r K e e n  K TEP ^IR ST, embracing easy exercises in ail the Fun- is to te  hatf gratis of even" Agent of the Pain Extractor. qualities from Common to Frtra Superfine. Cotton do.,
Agents in Gardiner, G. M. Atwood, C. P. Branch, A. T. I CLOTHS received thus week, all cf which will te  sold at 
Perkins. ly  1 j lower prices than cart be purchased for elsewhere.
| New lot of Dry Gooes iust received.- J v  v  r ~ i i '
The €hil(T$ Ladder to Arithmetic.
I  Cw D° Z .  RAKES, just received and for sale bv 
“fc <2 JOHN DENNIS.
Carpetings! Carpetings!!
Hundreds and hundreds o f Certi ficates can and have teen nSTHE Subscriber has opened a CARPET ROOM in 
; produced from the most respectable people in the country, j Je_ the Hall over bis store, and has just received a large 
stating the goodn»ss of this Salve. See a pamphlet, which j assortment of WOOL CARPETINGS comprising all the
! r° ^ emia!1>-’ ;l’.e at ,tlnle “The easy, familiar style in which it is addressed to the 
D eath  OF JrDGF Dm vrr TV D -J V W li r  " jn ‘ , tc.- pertormed bv M istar s Balsam pupils, will at once amuse, interest and instruct, three things
JAEATH OF JUDGE D urfee— The Providence of >V lid Cherry, and commenced using it herselt. The effect : which I believe it has ever been vour aim to comb-'nr fofhl 
Journal announces the oeath ° f  H°n. J°b Durfee, " ^ t lia t  she began to get better. By degrees her cough instruction you give.”—Private Liter.
Chief Justice o f  the Supreme Court nf Rhode Is- ! elt her’ and m tw0 months she agam found herself in per- ------------- :— _------------------------------ --------------------
land, ^ vho expired at his residence in Tiverton. fef--heaWl' - - . . . ___  O i l  a n d  F o n d l e s .
the 57th vear o f  hi? am;
P o w d e r .
None genuine 
F
7 J 5 H E  subscriber is appointed agent "or tne Buckr.eld
JHAZ>WN£3f
genmne unless signed I BUTTS cn me wrapper. |  A  BBLS. Bleached and Whale Oil, 8 boxes Mould | supp lv^ dm  t e " t e u t o n  foe
a fo m G a n W b y G . M. ATWOOD. 3*52 X  I f  Candles— for sale by JOHN DENNIS. river! A. T. PERKINS
Garciner, Jx’v 12,1847.
sJO LA R  ;bv -d Camphene LAMPS, cl various stvles, f- 27if H , C. PORTER.
T H E  C O L D
POET’S CORNER.
Come thou, sweet P o e t r y  ! thou nymph divine, 
And let us feel those thrilling charms of thine, 
Which raise the soul terrestrial cares above,
To holv warmth, benevolence and love !
BYRON’S “ SPIRIT.”
BY G E O R G E  W. L I G H T .
“ Be ours to view him when liis living lyre 
Felt Nature’s passion, not his own, inspire.
It is said that Byron wrote 
Under gin exhilaration.
Grant be did— does that promote,
Reptile spirit, thy salvation ?
Does there not remain the proof 
That the Muse, if he had sought her, 
Would have bid him stand aloof,
After quaffing Albion water?
Did he try the other side?
He has not professed it, hath he?
No one says he ever tried,
Ever heard of Hydropathy.
I admit he drank the gin—
And the proof, as prinia facie;
But ’twas something more than sin 
Made his verse so fine and racy.
Probe the matter more in full:
If ’twas gin that made his glory,
Why are Yankee sots so dull,
Staggering on to purgatory?
I have seen them drink, and swing—  
Cross to balance—proudly vaunting— 
And I ’ve sometimes heard them sing;
But their “ Don Juans” were wanting.
Did you more than make him blue, 
Serpent Gin, and not a Poet—
While he soared in spite of you?
Let your bottle-reasoners show it.
Oil! the angel in his soul—
She who has all heaven in her!
She it was—and not the bowl—
Made him great, although a sinner.
Let the truth sink deep within us, 
Whether high or low our station—•
Sin of Genius is thc curse,
Never is its inspiration,
That the noblest form of Love,
That the very heart of Beauty,
On the green earth, stars above,
Is the LOVE AND TRUTH OF DUTY.
great part of the western gable— on a large 
sheet of parchment, found by a sign painter, 
nailed to some boards to make a floor for dry­
ing beans. The original design of the south­
ern tower was subsequently discovered among 
the mass of objects of art which had been re­
moved to Paris from all parts of the continent, 
during the wars of the revolution.
The new foundation stone for the body of 
the church was laid with great ceremony on 
the 4th of September, 1S42, by the king of 
Prussia, surrounded by princes from nearly all 
the royal families of Germany, and in the pres­
ence of a countless multitude of spectators,
; embracing the whole population of Cologne 
and the neighboring towns of the Rhine. At 
its conclusion, the block having been lowered, 
and the usual speeches delivered, the Dom- 
beau Meister addressed the artisans, telling 
them to resume their labors to the music and 
sentiment of Schiller’s ‘Song of the Bell.’
He was answered by a hurrah from the 
tower, the crane moved slowly on its axis ; a 
chorus of workmen’s voices rose in sonorous 
melody; a block of stone was seen mounting 
slowly through the air, every hat was waved, 
his majesty’s the heartiest of all; and amidst 
the roar of cannon, one more stone was added 
to that tower, where the last had been left 
above four centuries before.
THE CARES OF LIFE.
BY JAMES H. BROWN.
Lot them tell of the cares, of the troubles and snares, 
Temptations and ills that surround it,—
Vexations and strife that accompany life,
Yet pleasant, thus far, I have found it;
And oft have they told me for honor and gold 
Farewell I must bid to all pleasure;
But I tell them, as sure, I ’ve a warm heart and pure— 
And that of itself is a treasure.
Oil! no wonder they dream that no lights ever beam; 
That all is in darkness enshrouded;
Who despairingly bow, with a scowl on thc brow 
No morning discovered unclouded.
Let them cast gloom away, and rejoicing, be gay;—
If sorrow should linger destroy it ;
Ami thus learning to war with this life never more, 
They learn to begin to enjoy it!
MISCELLANEOUS.
All kinds and qualities, gathered from all quarters.
Death of Joseph C. Neal.
We announce with deep pain the death of 
Joseph C. Neal, Esq., the editor of Neal’s 
Saturday Gazette. He was seized with sud­
den illness at his residence in this city on 
Saturday morning about 2 o’clock, and linger­
ed until 4 o’clock intthe afternoon, when he 
died. The disease was congestion of the 
brain.
Mr. Neal was a writer of high reputation; 
and while he was admired for his genius, he 
was esteemed, beloved and respected for his 
noble qualities as a man. He was born at 
Greenland, N. IL, Feb. 3d, 1S07. His father 
was for many years the principal of a leading 
seminary, and afterwards a minister of a Con­
gregational Church. He died when Joseph, 
his only son, was two years old.
The subject of our notice resided for sever­
al years in Pottsville. In 1831 he came to 
Philadelphia, took up his abode here and liv­
ed in our city ever since. He was connected 
with the Pennsylvanian as editor, when that 
paper first started as a weekly, and also for a 
long period after it had became a daily. In­
deed, to his ability, courtesy and honorable 
mode of discussion, much of the high reputa­
tion which that journal deservedly enjoys 
should be attributed.
In 1841 the health of Mr. Neal be gan to 
fail, and he travelled in Europe and Africa in 
the hope of improvement. On his return, he 
resumed his position as editor of the Pennsyl­
vanian. In 1S44, he retired from that estab­
lishment, and in connexion with two friends 
of liberality and enterprise, commenced Neal’s 
Saturday Gazette, in the editoral chair of 
which he continued with honor to himself, 
and success to the establishment until the time 
of his decease.
In December, 1S46, Mr. Neal married a 
gifted and accomplished young lady of Hud­
son, N. Y . ; and he therefore, in addition to a 
mother on whom he doted with unwavering 
affection, has left a heart-stricken and sorrow­
ing widow to weep for an irreparable loss.— 
Mr. Neal was remarkable, as well for his 
quiet humor as for his caustic satire, and many 
of his productions have for years enjoyed an 
enviable popularity. In 1837 he published 
the first volume of his Charcoal Sketches, and 
in 1S44 the second. Both were eminently 
successful.
We knew him intimately, and we esteem­
ed, appreciated and loved him. It is proba­
ble that he has not left an enemy behind, for 
he was all gentleness, truth and honor. The 
blow must be a fearful one to the two beings 
upon earth who had the highest claims upon 
his regard—we mean his mother and his wife 
—and they have our heartwarm sympathy in 
their trying affliction.— Phila. Inquirer.
W  A T E R F O U N T A I N  A
fused to deliver. Upon this, one of them
seized him by the neck and tossed him into the
cart. Finding no quarter, he delivered the
keys, when they tipped up the cart and dis-
charged h im ; then opened the warehouse,
hoisted out the hogshead of coffee themselves,
put it into the truck, drove off. A large con-
course of men stood amazed, silent spectators
of the whole transaction.’
The following gentlemen are authorized Agents
for the F ountain
Augusta, Edward Fenno.




Brooks, J. P. Pi 1 ley,
Farmington, Rev. S. B. Abbot.
Windsor. Dr. A. Heath.
Waterville, II. B. White, A. Chick.
Fairfield, Dr. William Snow.
Lincoln, John F. Nute.
New Sharon, John Trask, Jr.
Winthrop, Samuel Chandler.
Belfast, J. H. Smith.
Patten, I). N. Rogers.
Canaan, George A. Hobbs, Esq.
Unity, William H. Weeks, Esq.
Dexter, N. B. Folsom, Jr.
Leeds, Rev. .T. W. Lawton.
Sedgwick, John Irvin.
Monson, Rev. L. Bradford.
Waldoboro M. M. Ransom.
Harmony, O. Bartlett.
Frankfort, Job Lord.
Lee, G. G. Roberts.
Oldlown, C. H. DeWolfe.
Orono, Samuel Butiiim, 1’. JV1.
Bangor, George W. Snow.
Solon, Rev. Abel Allton
Bucksport, J. H. Sherman.
Ellsworth, Daniel P. Lake.
11 Hamilton Joy.
Calais, J. Coy.
Marinas, Wm C. Smith.
Machiasport, H. Fletcher.
Robbinston, J. W. Cox.
Whitneyville, Wm. T. Thompson.
Baring, James Allen.
Freedom, Wm. Ross.
Foxer oft, S. Greeley.
Dover, N. M. Stevens.
Clierryfield, Wm. Freeman, Jr.
Eastport, Win. H. Mack.
N D G A R D I N E r I s' E W S - L E T  T E H -
Great Architectural Work.
The history of the unfinished Cathedral of 
Cologne is well enough known to make the 
following extract from the Westminster Re­
view’, concerning its completion, of much in­
terest. It will be a wonderful work of art.
A greater triumph of mind than history has 
yet recorded of individual achievements in art, 
will be the completion, within the nineteenth 
century, of the Cathedral of Cologne. Six 
hundred years have passed away since the 
original design was traced of this the noblest 
monument of mediaeval architecture.— The 
name of its author has been forgotten, but his 
spirit has lived; lived in its own beautiful 
creations; lived through times of war and pil­
lage, and that universation of eccleciastical 
funds which retarded and interrupted for long 
periods the progress of the work; lived 
through the Reformation, which, even in States 
which remained Catholic, put an end to the 
building of cathedrals, and for a time involved 
in utter ruin the multitudes to whom the an­
cient religion had given employment in the 
sister arts of sculpture, architecture, music, 
and painting ; lived through French revolu­
tions and European conflicts ; lived to an age 
of scientific miracles ; and in that age, and by 
a generation to whom the wonders of the 
printing press, the telescope, the steam engine, 
the railroad, the electric telegraph, have be­
come familiar, lived to witness the Present do­
ing homage to the Past—art confessing itself 
outdone—and the people of different States 
and opposite creeds, Protestant, Catholic and 
Rationalist, combining to complete the unfin­
ished monument of their forefathers, as an ac­
knowledged model of taste and constructive 
skill which has never been surpassed.
The first stone of the cathedral was laid on 
the 14th of August, 1248. The building was 
continued at intervals during the next two 
centuries, and then abandoned. The inten­
tion of completing it however appears never to 
have been wholly relinquished, and the crane, 
which had been employed for raising the stones 
to their destined height was left on the top of 
the south tower, in anticipation of its further 
service. There it remained for four hundred 
years, regarded by tbe inhabitants of Cologne 
as a symbol and pledge of a promise unre­
deemed, but for which a time would come.
When, at last, the crane fell to the ground 
from decay, it was not only missed, but its 
loss was felt as a public calamity. With the 
crane all hopes seemed finally to have depar­
ted ; and it is not a little curious and interest­
ing that this simple incident should have led 
(as it would seem to have done) to the great 
national effort now making for thc restoration 
and completion of the entire edifice.
An old Burgermeister bequeathed a legacy j 
towards restoring the crane, or replacing it by I T iie  tim es that tried  w o m en ’s 
another in the same position. This was done! In 1776 there was, in this country 
in 1S19, and paved the way to a subscription scarcity of sugar and coffee caused 
for repairs, which in 1821 was aided by a measure by the hoarding up of these articles 
grant from the Prussia, then the crowned | by the merchants in order to obtain high prices 
prince. The attention diawn to the edifice dur- — Mrs. Adams in one of her published letters 
ing the repairs was of course favorable to the dis- says :
cusston of plans for tbe attainment of ihe ulti- ‘It havinu* been rumored that
G ood S en tim en ts .— Agriculture is the nur­
sery of patriotism.
A wise government will not be slow in fos­
tering the agricultural interests.
Let every farmer who has a son to educate, 
believe and remember, that science lays the 
foundation of everything valuable in agricul­
ture.
Science must combine with practice to make 
a good farmer.
The opposition against book farming rests 
on the shoulders of two monsters, ignorance 
and prejudice.
If you separate science from agriculture, you 
rob a nation of its principal jewel.
Agriculture, aided by science, will make a 
little nation a great one.
All the energy of the hero, and all the sci­
ence of the philosopher, may find scope in the 
cultivation of one farm.
A skilful agriculturist will constitute one of 
the mightiest bulwarks of which civil liberty 
can boast.— Maine Farmer.
Important Notice to Owners of Horses,
And all ivho Use and have the Care of them.
Kidder’s Superior Horse Liniment.
J ARRANTED to lie one of the most valuable arti­
cles ever offered to the public for Sprains, Wind. 
Galls, Spavins, Stiffness o f the Joints, Strains and Callouses 
o f long standing, also, Swelling, Fresh Wounds, Galls, S/-c.
This truly valuable Liniment has been in successful use 
for the last twenty years, and in no instance has it failed to 
give satisfaction. The proprietor cheerfully recommends 
the above remedy to the public under a full conviction of its 
efficacy in the above named diseases, and all others to which 
that valuable and useful animal, the Horse, by accident or 
neglect is liable, where an external application is required. 
This Liniment will also apply equally well to Nevt or Horn­
ed Cattle. It reduces inflamation and swelling, or when the 
flesh has become callous, or when the cords stiff, it softens 
and reduces, and affords a full and free circulation to the 
parts previously affected, 
this being an entir '
CHEAPER than th e CHEAPEST!
W O U LD  respectfully inform his friends that he has received a full assortment o f Spring G oods, 
which cost lower than was ever offered for before, and wi 
be sold at a very small advance,— consisting in part ot the
following articles:—  . . . .  r.
D R E S S  G O O D S . Colored S ilks, black do., Crape 
Deterral, black and colored Alpaccas, Alapines, Lustre 
Cloths, Oregons, Ginghams, Muslins, Muslin Delaines, 
Cashmeres, White Goods o f all kinds, &c.
S H A W L S .  A  most splendid lot o f Shawls, more in 
(luantitv than all others in town put together,— consisting ot 
black Silk— plain, rib’d and plaid Cashmeres, from the 
nicest down to the cheapest article— Imitation do— Barege 
French Shawls— Cheap Worsted— and all other kinds.
B R O  4 D C L O T H S ,  Cassimeres, Satinetts, and Vestings 
of all kinds— Groton Alpacca Coatings, Flannels, Diaper, 
Crash, Canvass and Padding, Curtain Cambric, I able 
Covers, white, brown and colored Napkins, Pocket and 
Neck Hdkfs., Corded Robes, Rugs, Ribbons, Carpet Bags, 
W indow Tassels and Cord, Fringes, white and colored 
Linen— and a large assortment of
S U M M E R  G O O D S , F O R  B O Y ’S  W E A R  
Spool Cotton, Tape, Needles, P ins, Hooks and Eves, 
Green Barege Toilet Covers, Dim ities, Parasols and Um­
brellas, C A R P E T I N G S  of all kinds, Linen Handkerchiefs, 
W icking; and in fact every article usually kept in a Dry 
Goods Store.
Live Geese and Common Feathers
W e receive weekly, warranted clean, or the money refunded. 
They will be sold at a less price than can be bought for, of 
the same quality; best of Live Geese Feathers, 2 s. per lb.
N . B. N ew  Goods will be received twice a week, thro’ 
the season. The latest styles will always be on hand. 
Gardiner, May 27, 1S47. 45tf
JY c w  A  r r a n g f e  111 c u t !
GERRISH & WRIGHT
O U LD  respectfully’ inform their numerous friends 
and customers, in Gardiner, Augusta, Hallowell, 
W  aterville, Richmond, and Bath, that they are about to 
make a  change in their business. Having been engaged for 
some time past in manufacturing Boots and Shoes, at whole­
sale and retail, they are about closing up their retail business 
in Ladies’ Boots, Shoes & Rubbers, and will turn their at­
tention solely to M anufacturing G entlem en’s B o o ts  
of every kind and description; and they flatter themselves, 
from a thorough knowledge o f the business, and close atten­
tion to the art of Boot-making, that they will lie enabled to 
supply the retailers of Boots on the Keimeliec, by the case, 
in anv quantity, at short notice. The subscribers arc both 
practical Boot-makers, and for neatness, style, and durabili­
ty, they will be surpassed by none. Dealers in Boots, be­
fore going to Boston to purchase, are respectfully invited to 
call and examine our stock of
S P R IN G  A N D  S U M M E R  B O O T S .
All orders by mail promptly attended to, and all work 
warranted. The subscribers will guarantee that any o f the 
retailers outlie Kennebec, who purchase Boots of them, will 
get as good an article as can be had in Boston or any part 
o f Massachusetts, and as cheap, for they employ none but 
first rate workmen. Boots made of French, English, and 
American stock— all of which will be sold cheap.
One and all are invited to call and examine for them­
selves. Terms liberal. The subscribers can be found, after 
the first of April, over the Franklin Bank, Water St.
GERRISH & W R IG H T,
march 31. 37tf Boot Manufacturers.
F u r n i t u r e ,
Looking Glasses, Clocks and Chairs.
_ s m s s  es> K tm p ? ,
A T  their W are Rooms, Comer of Water and Bruns­wick Streets, can now offer to the public as good an 
assortment of Furniture as can be found on the Kennebec 
River, and at such prices as cannot fail to satisfy those who 
are in want. They arc also constantly manufacturing Fur­
niture of all kinds, and any article called for, not on hand, 
will be furnished at short notice.
L ooking-G lasses. They have just received a com­
plete supply of Looking-Glasses, which they can offer as 
low as can be found at any other place.
B rass Clocks.
d r . A- a . JACK SO IA,
P H Y S I C I A N  & S U R G E O N ,
Office  over G. B a r k e r ’ s S tore, 
P I T T S T O N ,  M E .  4o
The most splendid assortment that was 
. „ . . , ever opened on the Kennebec river, at all prices, from ft’2
, ff t . Purchasers may depend upon to $12 ,—comprising in part, common Brass Clocks, with 
.ti ely different article; from any other ever withol)t Mirrors—Alarm d o -1 -2  Column 30 hour Goth-
offered to the public, both m it6 healing qualities, and mi- jc—g day round Gothic—and day Column do— splendid 
perior strength, as but a small quantity is required at a time pattern 8 Gallery, various styles.
to produce the desired effect.
Prepared only by the original inventor, JA S. KIDDER, 
Jr., East Boston, Mass.
For sale wholesale and retail by G. W . LOW ELL, 1st 
door North of the Ferry, Gardiner, Me. 50
K ELLEY & CO’S
S i L E S i L P i L E I L L A i
FO R SCROFULA, D YSPEPSIA , L IV E R  
CO M PLAINT, JAUNDICE. C O STIV E ­
NESS, HUMORS, RHEUMATISM.
T HIS valuable medicine is used FO UR times as much now as ever. This is because, that not only P H Y ­
S IC IA N S ,  but the public know it, by experience, to be 
FAR TH E B E ST , and therefore give it their united pref­
erence, to any other preparation, or l'ohn of Sarsaparilla.
K elley Co’s Sarsaparilla
is so strong, and so certain to do good, but more than all, is 
known to have performed so many astonishing cures of 
D Y SPE P SIA — of SCROFULA, and of every form of 
RUN DOW N C O NSTITUTIO N, that it has in spite of 
every opposition which self interest or malice could devise, 
won its way to thc favor of PH YSICIANS and the pub­
lic in Six  States o f the Union, in a very short time.
Try it! Try it! Let not the frequent disappointments 
which vou meet with in tlie use of other articles, deprive 
you of'the A L L -H E A L I N G  aud H E A L H -R E S T O R -  
IN G  power of this medicine.
Manufacturers §' Proprietors,
JOS. L. KELLEY k  Co., 
Chemists & Druggists, 108 Middle St., Portland.
N. B .— K E L L E Y  | -  CO ’S  S A R S A P A R I L L A  has 
been examined by P r o f e s s o r  C l e a v e  l a n d , and other 
P h y s i c i a n s , in regard to its strength and virtues, and it is 
acknowledged to contain T H R E E  T I M E S  as much Sar­
saparilla as any other, of any s iz e  w h a t e v e r .
Agents in Gardiner, CHAS. P . BRANCH, 
HENRY SM ITH , and 
A. T . PER K IN S. 
Pittston, GIDEON BARKER.
83" Agents will furnish C IR C U L A R S ,  gratis, which 
give most valuable hints in regard to D i s e a s e , H e a l t h , 
and M e d i c i n e . 6m40
Pilose in want, of any of the above articles,are requested 
to call and examine before purchasing elsewhere. 47
T H E  L A R G E S T  STOCK OF F A S H I O N A B L E
R E ADY- MADE  CL 0 T IT I N G ,
That can be found in Gardiner, is selling by
C . 11. Y  A f t  T  It I BIG Ej
------ T A IL O R  A N D  D R A P E R .-------
AMONG the articles offered may be found— D r e s s  &  F rock C oats, black, blue, Cassimere, Doeskin, 
md Satinett P anta loon s, black Satin, Fancy Silk , and 
Cashmere V ests, Green Jackets, Overalls, plain and stripe 
Shirts, Bosoms, Collars, Handkerchiefs, G loves, Flannel 
Shirts, together with a variety of other articles.
Those that are in want o f first rate Clothing, arc invited 
o call and examine my stock before purchasing, as 1 am 
selling Clothing at prices that will defy competition.
C. H . P. keeps constantly on hand Broadcloth, Cassi- 
nere and Vestings, and Tailors’ Trimmings, which will be 
made up to order, and warranted to fit.
Cutting done at short notice. 45tf
More than 1,000 Cured (not Killed) by
J ALLD’S Highly Approved Vegetable Gum Rheu- •  matic Plaster, which is a wonder in the land and is 
astonishing the world at large. It is a sure cure fo r  thc 
Rheumatism, however severe. There is no mistake about 
it. It surpasses all the Liniments ever invented. It not 
only relieves instantly, but actulally cures and removes the 
diseases. It is a very simple remedy, yet it does the work 
without labor, expense, blisters or suffering.
I t Cu r e s ! I t C u r e s ! It acts like a charm—restoring 
the afflicted sufferer in a few hours, or it may be days, to 
accustomed health and activity. It warms and stimulates 
wherever applied, and extracts the cold from the parts affect­
ed, and in a very singular manner, it seems to be at perfect 
war with this complaint; for the Rheumatism cannot live 
with this Plaster.—This can be attested by thousands who 
have tried it.
It is intended solely for severe Local Rheumatism in the 
joints, cords, bones, k c .  This it w i l l  c u r e . Also, con­
tracted cords, swellings, acute pains, k c .
8 3 “-Price 25 and 37 1-2 cents, per box.
For a more particular description, see pamphlets in the 
hands of the agents; also large bills.
JOHN SA FFO R D , 2d, Esq,., sole proprietor for the 
sale of the above, Monmouth, Me., to whom all orders must 
be addressed, to receive prompt attention, post  p a i d .
For sale bv R Partridge, J Hedge, J W  Patterson, Au­
gusta; H  J Selden & Co, Thomas Hovey, Hallowell; A T  
Perkins, G M Atwood, Gardiner; Dr Wm Safford, Smith 
Baker, Litchfield; Standlv& Prince, Winthrop; R B  Dunn 
S C Moulton, Wayne; ,1 F & J A Sanborn, L Davis, 
Readfield; H B Lovejoy, Fayette; D S Purrington, Sidney; 
W  II Hatch, W est Waterville; Lorenzo Crowell, Water­
ville; Thos Frye Vassalboro; J F Rogers & Co, China; 
George Baker, Albion; A Parker, Greene; Calvin Hop­
kins, Mt Vernon; A S  French, Dexter; Seth Beals, Jr, 
Turner; H Ingalls, Mercer; T G Whittier, Farmington; 




A T  A D I S C O U N T !
FHNIIE Stock of a Merchant Tailor, consisting of Broad- 
Sl. cloths, Plain and Fancy Cassimeres, do. do. Doe­
skins, Tweeds, Satinetts, Vestings, Black Silk Velvet, 
Black Satin, Linen Drills, k c . ,  bought at a large discount, 
and will be offered very cheap, at
CHADWICK’S DRY GOODS STORE,
Opposite lhe Gardiner Hotel.
march 23. 36tt
mate object. These had been first seriously 
entertained bv M. Boisseree, tbe historian of 
the cathedral, whose zeal in the cause had been 
greatly stipulated by the remarkable discovery 
of the most essential portion of the original 
design— that for tlie northern tower, and a
an eminent, 
wealthy, stingy merchant had a hogshead of 
coffee in his store, which he refused to sell 
under six shillings a pound, a number of fe­
males, some say a hundred, assembled with a 
cart and trucks, marched down to the ware­
house,and demanded the keys, which he re-
Maine Mammoth Mutual Fire Insurance
Company.
PPl J  CATIONS for Insurance in the above Company 
received by C. DANFORTH.A
Gardiner. Jan. 22, 1817. 27tf
M edicines.
n p i l E  subscriber, having returned from Boston with a 
B full and complete assortment of Drugs, Medicines, 
Chemicals, English Extracts, k c . ,  which were selected 
with an eve to their purity,—respectfully invites the atten­
tion of Physicians and others in want of pure and genuine 
Medicines, to his assortment, feeling confident that their 
expectations will be fully realized, as it regards quality and
prices. C. P. BRANCH.
8 3 “ Physicians’ prescriptions carefully and accurately 
dispensed. 47
IEATH ER D U ST E R S, for sale by
27tf II. C. PORTER.
S a b b a th  S choo l H o o k s .
T HE subscriber is prepared to furnish Sabbath Schools with all the publications of the Am. S . S . Union, at 
Boston prices. Among them are the following :
T H E  C O M P L E T E  S . S .  L I B R A R  Y ,  o f 511 bound 
Vols., with 100 catalogues to correspond, including 2 Bib­
lical Maps, in a ease with lock and key. Price $1 00,—  
without case, !jf95.
T H E  C H E A P  L I B R A R Y ,  of 100 Vols., selected from 
the above, plainly and strongly bound. Price 810 ,— with 
case, 11,50.
The Union Questions, Child’s Scripture Question Book, 
Union Bible Dictionary, &c. F . GLAZIER, J r .
Gardiner, July 23, 1847.
JYeiv IS oofs anc l Shoes!
ixrSgifl H A S just received, direct from the Manufacto- 
t  r>cs, a splendid assortment of Boots and Shoes, 
’ adapted to the present and approaching season. 
Among which are—
Ladies’ Black French Kid and Morocco B uskins and  
Slippers, American Kid Buskins, Slips and T ies; do. 
Gaiter Boots; black and Bronze Polkas; M isses’ black & 
bronze Polkas, Buskins and T ies; Children’s Shoes, o f al­
most every description; A T E N ’S  G O A T  A N D  C A L F  
B O O T S ;  Boys’ do. do.; Men’s Goat, Calf and Kip Bro­
gans and Shoes; Boys’ and Youth’s do.
Making in all as good an assortment as was ever offered 
for sale in this town,—all of which will be sold at a fail- 
price for cash. Purchasers are invited to call and exam­
ine for themselves.
83-Cash paid for old Rubber. 43 May 13.
N E  W S T O C K  O F
F eath ers and  L ook in g  G lasses.
W O \ V  opening at C H A D W IC K ’S  D ry  Goods Store, 
H I  a rich and desirable stock of Dry G oods, of every 
description, adapted to tlie season. As it would be tedious 
to enumerate articles, Mr. C. hopes his friends and custom- 
erers, and the public generally, in want o f Dry Goods, will 
favor him with a call before purchasing, as he thinks he can 
show them a richer and more desirable stock than is usually 
brought into this market—and at
( f f M V E R Y  L O W  P R I C E S .
Also, a fresh lot of Super Live Geese and Russia Feath­
ers, and 1 case of Looking Glasses.
Gardiner, May, 1847. 43tf
I'a iin  lor  Sale .
IN the Village of P IT T S T O N , about 3-4ths o f a mile north of thc Ferry landing, on the road leading to Hal­
lowell, a Farm of about 80 acres, known by the name of 
the “ Jewett Farm,” with a spacious two story brick D w el­
ling House, good Barn and outbuildings attached.
The House is very pleasantly situated, and commands a 
fine view of the river. The above property w ill be sold 
low. Terms liberal. Any person wishing to obtain such 
property will do well to call and examine immediately
HIRAM  S T E V E N S .Apply to
Pittston, Feb. 4, 1847. 29
( 1 I A  I t  L  ■ >  *  "  1 |V , i
WATCH-MAKER & JEWELLER,
Corner of Water and Maine Streets,
GARDINER, MAINE. ______
------UBS. J . IL w e b b e k ,
g )  &  Z$9  GARDINER, ME.
Full sets o f  Teeth inserted upon the most ’inproved p an 
and sufficient time given to test them before any pay 
quired
H E W  A R R A N G E M E N T !
R A I L R O A D  L I N E  F O R
P o r t l a n d , L o w e l l  a n d  Boston.
e  n o c i T m a R s h  a l . l  ,
G A R D I N E R ,  ( M e . )
83 - All business forwarded by mail or oUierwise^pioinpt 
lv attended to.
w  .  i )  i e  k u  v  ,
D E 1> U T Y S IT E It I F F ,
G A R D I N E R ,  Kennebec Co., Ale. 
IV. B .—Business by mail promptly attended to.
H E N R Y  F . M Y  &  C o.,
-------IMPORTERS OF ------
H A R D W A R E  & C U T L E R Y ,
-------A ND D E A L E R S  I N ----- -
Crockery, Glass & China Ware, 
J J J O .T , S  T  Fj F  L )  J Y J M M L S }
W T 5 IV S )Q )V &  & & S L & & 9
Day's New Block, corner of Bridge Sp Summer Sts.,
Near the Flour M ills,— G A R D IN E R , M e .
HENRY F. DAY, 36 JAS. P. HITCHCOCK.
J) R  . J  . W . S M I T H ,
TH0MS0NIAN BOTANIC PHYSICIAN,
Office iu the new block, Corner o f W ater and Bruns­
w ick streets; Residence on Chestnut street, 
near W ashington street.
29 G A R D I N E R ,  M A I N E .
R . C R A W F O R D ,
T  A  £ &  Q  f f i  9) _
Tvo doors above Parks & Bailey’s Store,
27 W ater Street,—  G A R D I N E R .
G .  H .  f i O W E L k ,
------ DEALER IN------
S I 1 I 1 9 €  MI *1 JY  Ml F j L  MU I  % 
GROCERIES & PROVISIONS,
P A I N T S  A N D  O I L S ,
First Door o f  the. Ferry, G A R D I N E R ,  A le..
V IG  O F  JR 14 U X  A  G O F E 1 I ,
------ DEALERS IN------
W E S T  I N D I A & D R Y  GOODS,
A llen’s  Block ,— 3 doors South o f  the Gardiner Hotel.
I>. M. VIGOUREUX. 27 GEO. A. GOULD.
f l l H E  subscriber has just received and is now opening 
JL his Spring Stock  oi’ P A P E R  H A N  G IN  G S ,  W iu- 
dovv Curtains, Borders, and F ire Board Patterns. T his  
stock is the largest, and comprises the greatest variety of 
patterns ever offered on the Kennebec, as all will acknowl­
edge who choose to call and exam ine for them selves, 
july 23. F . G L A Z IE R , J r .
M eaner H a n g in g s .
R O L L S , o f  French and American manufac- 
u l O O  ture, in store and for sale by 
july 23. F . G L A Z IE R , J r .
S u p e r io r  F ig s .
F E W  boxes o f Superior F ig s, just received bv
A. T . P E R K IN S .
R. W O O D ’S W ild  Cherry and Sarsaparilla Bitters, 
a certain cure for Jaundice and Biilious complaints, 
and impurities o f the blood, for sale bv 
july 23. C. P . B R A N C H .
S T E A M E R  H U N T R E S S ,  C A P T . D A V IS BILAN.C H A R D , leaves Hallowell at 8 1-2, Gardiner at 8 Q, 
Richmond at 9  3-4, and Bath at 11 A . M ., on Monday
W ednesdays, and F ridays, for Portland, where passengers 
can take tlie 3 o’clock train of cars for Lowell and Boston^  
arrive in Lowell at 8  o ’clock; also in Boston at 8  o’ribq
sam e evening. I
Returning— Cars leave the Lowell Depot at 7 o clock,!. 
IM • also leave tho Eastern and Maine Railrod Depot*-® 
Boston at 7 A . M ., connecting with the H U N T R E S S ,.^  
PO R TLA N D , which leaves for tlie K E N N E B E C  iimn» 
diately on their arrival.
r ,L__H allow ell, Gardiner & Richmond to Lowell, #2,3g
(< “  “  to Boston, 2,(t
B ath to L ow ell, - - - * 1^4
“  to B oston , - - - * * Lt#
H allow ell, Gardiner & Richmond to Portland, i;*> 
Bath to Portland, - -  ” * * M#
Passengers for L ow ell w ill notice hy the New Arrange, 
ment that bv taking the H untress they will arrive in l.im-U 
the same even ing, thus avoid having to go to Boston togn 
to I owell A lso . Passengers ran have their choice of tak­
ing ,he Upper or L ow er Route to or from Boston
Passengers or Freight taken oi le it «it any of the Dd 
pots between Portland and B oston .
A G E N T S .__A . T .  P e r k i n s , G ardiner; O .G .I jach-.
e l d e r , H allow ell; C . G o i v i n ,  A u g u s ta ;  R . W . Pray, 
W aterville} J . E . B r o w n , B ath . 41 1
K E N N E B E C  A N D  B O S T O N
STEAM NAVIGATION, FOR 1847. ^
'J’lie new , elegant and fast sailing 
Steam er
K  I - ) .  V . / Y  J v ’ R F C ,
______________CAPT. N. KIMBALL, j
W IL L  leave Gardiner for B oston  every Monday mil T h u r sd a y , at 3  o ’clock P . M ., tor Boston.
F a r e  t o  B o s t o n ,  8 * 2 ,0 0  ) Meals
“  L o w e l l ,  # 2 , 0 0  5 E xtra .
R eturning— L eaves N orth side o f  T  W harf, Boston, t 
erv T uesday  and F rid a y  even ing.
'It is unnecessary to say anything in praise ot the Kcu 
Ik;c ; the travelling public are by th is tim e w ell satisfied 
her superior qualities a s a sea  lxiat.













D O Z . W ayne S C Y T H E S , for sale at manufactu- 
-  rer’s prices, by JO H N  D E N N IS .
Kceswiix W a n ted .
The subscribers w ish to purchase a quantity o f  
iB eesw ax ot" good quality, for which cash and a fair 
'price will be paid.
45tf J . &. B . S T A N F O R D .
W IN D O W  G L A S S .— Just received a prime assort­ment of Glass o f all sizes— which will be sold cheap 
for cash. A . T . P E R K IN S .
A V IS’ G E N U I E N  P A I N  K I L L E R .  | Just rec’d 
a large lot— for sale, wholesale and retail, by
A. T . P E R K IN S .
Trusses.
T H O M PSO N ’S  celebrated Trusses and Abdominal 
® Supporters— a large supply just received and for sale 
low by c. P . B R A N C H .
T o Lef,
FMNM O or PU R E E  S T O R E S  in the new brick block, 
JL corner of Brunswick and W ater streets. Possession  
given immediately. Rent reasonable. Enquire o f  
Gardiner, Apr. 30, 1847. 41if  S . B O W M A N .
Great SSar^ain.
r f p i I E  Building recently occupied as a Shingle M ill, and 
& now occupied as a Sash and Blind Factory, at the 
New Mills Village, in Gardiner, with a new set of ma­
chinery o f superior quality; also, a Shingle machine in 
prime working order, with a quantity of lumber on hand 
will be sold cheap for cash or approved credit. Further 
particulars can be had bv calling on the snbscrilier.
RO BER T W IT H E E .
Gardiner, May 1 3 ,1S47. 43(f
D ag u e rre o typ e  J fM in ia iu rc s
-------NEATLY EXECUTED BY-------
N EW E LL D A Y ,....G A R D IN E R .
H AVING received instructions of one of the most distinguished artists in these parts— Mr. S i i .sb y —  
he flatters himself that he can give satisfaction to all those 
who may favor him w ith a call. Then, as opportunity of­
fers to secure a memento o f real life, which upon a final 
separation no price could purchase, delay not, for this rea­
son,—the separation may be sudden.
Those wishing to obtain 1-2 plate instruments, would do 
wrell to give him a call. 49
lYolicc.
IIE  subscriber would g ive notice to the citizens of 
Gardiner and vicinity, that having graduated at the 
Botanico-Medical College o f Cincinnati, O hio, he considers 
himself fully competent to attend to all the calls in his Pro­
fession. 11c would express his gratitude to his friends for 
then-former patronage, and hopes to meet with that success 
which will secure a continuance o f the same.
B . M O R T O N , M. D .,
Practitioner o f  Medicine <$• Surgery.
P. S . He would also take this opportunity to correct a 
lalsc report in regard to having sold out his right o f Prac­
tice. T h is he conscientiously denies having done 
Gardiner, April 7, 1847. ’ 33
M oIhsscs, T ea , Folfec, <Vc.
D D D S .p r im e  CuBa M olasses, 50 packages Sou-
S W  i W ea, H 8 Coffee, 6 Imxcs Havana 
*urars, 1 hhd Muscovado d o ., Crushed and Powdered do., 
joxes lobacco , 10 do. Soap,—just received and for sale
l,v JO H N  D E N N IS .
F o lk , lA in l  and F lu o r .
f a r in '  B ?ft0n C]ear Dork, 4 bbls. W estern do. 
loOO lbs. Boston Lard, 14 casks Cheese,— just re 
ed ved  and for sale by JO H N  D E N N IS .
R. B R IG G S ’ V E G E T A B L E ~ B I T T E R S ,  for sale 
by A. T . P E R K IN S .D
T iir ^0w.nsend s Sarsaparilla.H E subscriber is agent for this valuable Compound 
A . T . P E R K IN S .
S 7 , v A R ’ Ca'I,llhrT ~  ra,Kl A "tral Li,mP W l d ^  foTsffic 
k _ by_____________ H . C. P O R T E R .
] N ^ f o r RsL™ NS SYRUP,-just re^d^dlfewbbU 
etna loi sale by ^  P E R K IN S
T
French P aper H an^inss.
VV u  Oases just received and lor sale by
42 P . G L A Z IE R , J r .
uf 1 8, a Vm fo1* *ale.
throe' m i l l  f  laS a  sma." fann lor sa,c’ situated about 
cultiva m / ' ' T  tHf  V1,lane under a high state of
•d n. AG S?od, and convenient buildings, and cuts
about 40 tons o f upland lmv. 4 . T  P E R K IN S
__Oai'diner, April 14, 1847. 40tf
rBNm* I* and Groce lie s .
r H MH E  subscriber keeps constantly on hand a prime ; 
sortlnent ot all kinds o f Groceries. P
________________ ___  A . T . P E R K IN S .
t u ? pS«S ail<1 AbdPmidal Supporters.J 1 "ed  a complete assortment For sale bv 
— ______________ - __________ A - T . P E R K IN S .
Folcord ’* Kustraiel
the preservation and
K e n n e b e c  a n d  B o s t o n ,  — 1847.
s - 'r c r s r *  a  T he com m odious and fast sa iling Steamer
r C H A R T E R  OAK,
C A P T . W . II . B Y R A M , J
W IL L , until further notice , run as follows :—-Hare Gardiner every T u esd a y  and F r id a y , a t 3  o ’clock, 
P . M .,— for Boston. '
F a r e  to  B o s to n , 8 1 ,5 0  \  M eals
“  L o w e ll,  $ 2 , 0 0  5 E x tra -
R eturning__W ill leave N orth end o f  T  W h arf, BosH ^
very W ednesday  and S a tu rd a y  even ing, at 7 o 'c lock . 
Stages will lx: in readiness at the severa l Landings ol ■ 
B oat, to convey passengers East or W e st , and tlie steamj 
Agawam and Phoenix will run in connection w ith  her 
the R iver.
03=  Freight taken at the usual rates.
43 GEO. E. STONE, Agent. _
W e s te r n  Farriases*.
T H E  subscriber, feeling ven*  
grateful for the unlimited patronage* 
w hich he lias received from the pcoj 
pie o f  Kennebec and vicinity in lorJ 
iner years, hereby informs them  auiH 
the public generally, that lie wil l  continue to offer for s a l e *  
large and splendid variety ot W E S I  E R N  C A R E I A G E J R  
>f the first class, such as C arrya llsr R ockaw ays, PhrtmisM  
Chaises, G igs, B u g g y  and  Common W a g o n s, 8fc. "
The subscriber mav be: found at the Co b b o sse e  11ouskJ| 
and w ill take pleasure in exhibiting liis Carriages to all_“ 
those who arc desirous ot purchasing.
No pains have lieen spared to procure the Ix-st and most 
plendid patterns, and those w ho w ish to purchase C arriage*  
w ill always find a  full supply by calling on the snbscrilier.—“ 
These Carriages, in point o f  durabiiiiy and finish, are see*  
ond to none in the country*— they are manufactured in 
',xcter. N . IL , expressly for this market— are made of die 
le s t  W estern T im ber, by as good workmen as thc country 
affords, and w ill b e  sold w ith or without Harnesses, to suit 
the wants o f  the community. T hey are warranted to give 
entire satisfaction to purchasers, and w ill be sold at great 
bargains.
In case o f  the absence o f  the subscriber,,please call on 
B e n j . S h v\y , J r ., at bis store on \ \  iter St red.
N . M. lEWF.LL.
Gardiner, June 3 , 1S47. 2nvl6
iin a i^ or  Tucfiipuraitce llt»u«i%
T H E  former ‘N ew  England House, alias 
W ashingtonian H ou se,’ has been recently m- 
l  J i  J Bfif l.irsed and ivinod -led, tliorouqhlv repaiivi. 
I l f  i P H  and opened by the subscribers, as (In- Ban* 
j o r  T e n i  p e r n  n e e  H o u s e .
T o  the public we lie" leave to say, that in tbe entire ve no­
vation of this H ouse, the proprietors had in view the com­
fort and convenience o f the travelling community, more thin 
lollars and cents” — that the fitting up and furnishing werei 
■signed to place its rank with the first H otels in New 
England.
Strict Temperance principles in its m anagem ent, wc plcdje 
ourselves to adhere to— and aside from alcoholic drinks we 
we will endeavor to g ive our patrons accom modations infe­
rior to no other House and on as reasonable terms.
Connected with this establishment is a good S T A B L E ,  
with an ex|x:rienced O stler alw ays on hand, and at home in 
this department.
On thc arrival o f  the steam boats, coaches w ill alw ays he 
in readiness to convey passengers to the <1 louse and else- 
here. 8 . L A B A K E E  S O N . J
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F F VI V  I II V \  F H II O F S JL
A  T :  g E j p  c h  w r c  f f r : ?  T T U f i
T B N H E  subscriber takes this opportunity to inform hi* 
-H. friends and the public that he has Iniilt an addition t > 
his H ouse with a splendid H all. S a id  bouse has been fit­
ted up in good style, and is to lx: called the
S  E I)  G W  I C  K  II  O U S E .
T h is House is situated at Benjam in’s R iver, Sedgwick. 
Parties travelling for pleasure, or gentlemen on business,, 
will find at this H ouse all the substantials, w ith many o f  tin- 
luxuries o f life, and should any desire to enjoy the rich scen­
ery o f this romantic, but delightful spot, they may do so, as. 
all conveniences for riding, hunting, fishing or sailing up anil 
down among the Islands are at hand. T h e proprietor pledges' 
liis best exertions to furnish tbe rambler and the weary trav­
eller every dainty the market affords.
Attached to the establishment is a  convenient ST A B L E ,, 
with an experienced and obliging ostler, in w aitin g , ready and 
w illing to do the bidding o f all w ho may 1^  pleased to make-
‘ HENRY LELAND. idcall.
Sedgw ick , July 1, 1847. 3m 50
A.
40
CELEBRATED article for „1C , 
growth of the Hair—for sale only by
‘ C. P . B R A N C H .
F \ANCYarictv
Perfiainei'y.
i  Soaps, Hair Oils, Brushes, k c .  k c . ,  in great 
y, for sale by C. P. BR A N C H .
L i l l l P ;
X  t i  f  I  C A S K S  „O F  L1 M E— for sale, by
_ JOHN DENNIS.
Just received a  fresh lot!'by ' A .'T .<P E R K H N S?S"
W ooden am i W ill
kets; Brooms, Brushes, and Mats £ ’’ Wag0™ and Bas-
________ : ^ ; n A r i * TER.
s n s z . %
j >• *3. 27tf
fc-T A R T H E N  A N D  S T O N f Y v a k f ----- r  I----------
jan: 21. 27tf H . C. P O R T E R .
GJer m a n 4 uses, and Dings, new pattern, for sale by 
~ 7tf II- C. P E R K IN S .
T E M P E R A N C E  ! T E M P E R A N C E  ! M
P g  b  I lE B E  are all the teetotallers, and other
temperance folks, w ho have so long and so. 
loudly been calling for a  thorough going
Temperance House
in Augusta,— and have complained so inurlu 
and mourned so deeply, because they were under the nerrs- . 
sity , lor w ant o f such a house, o f  stopping at a rum tavern ? ' 
D o they not know that the G a g e  H o u s e  is ,  in all re six: cts,, 
just such a  one as they want ? It has lieen fitted up at great i  
expense, for a public house; it has excellent accommoda­
tions, and is in a delightful situation. It is now kept bv 
Mr. C H A R L E S I- R L E M A N , a distinguished mcmlxT of." 
the Sons o f  Tem perance, a  very attentive and obliging 
Landlord, who has incurred great and onerous liabilities jn 
order to accommodate the public in this respect. I^et them 
see to it that lie is well sustained.
Augusta, Jan. 22 , 1847. 2 7 tf
€  A  JL A I *  II O F 8 E . 1
T H E  subscriber would respectfully inform, 
his friends and the public that the above 
House is now open for thc reception o f  com- - 
pany, and that he w ill be able to wait on. 
those who may favor him with a  call.
T H E O D O R E  C A R Y . ‘
Calais, M arch, 10, 1847. 34y
fftoiittcs fo r  Nale.
T H E  subscriber offers for sale the fol­
lowing H ouses:—
The house at the corner o f  B eech  and 
Chestnut S ts . ,  recently occupied by R ev .; 
W m . li .  Ba r c o c k .
The double brick house on W ater street, known as the 
starch-mill house.
T he two Story house on Central street, immediately west ' 
o f the Paper Mill. J
I lie above H ouses are offered very low, and on very loim 
<io( it. One-fitth ot the purchase money will lx- required in
,i,. or secured by personal security. 'Flu-balance in an­
nual instalm ents, secured by mortgage.
II the house recently occupied by Mr. Babcock is not im­
mediately sold , it w ilflx- let. l i .  II. G A R D IN E R
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N o t ic e .
ISS  ANN B. R A FTER  would request o f those in­
debted to her to make immediate payment. She Inis 
often called, and lias waited with all patience for her dues 
until now, when forbearance lias ceased to lie a virtue — 
Those who disregard this call, and delay thc adjustment of 
then- accounts, will be obliged to make settlement with some 
other person. It is to be hoped, therefore, that this request 
will oc immediately attended to.
Gardiner, May 27, 1847. 45tp
Paints and Oils.
[U S T  received, a  prime assortment o f  P aints & n;i« 
which will be sold as low as can lx: purchased on the
' f :_________________  A . T .  P E R K IN S .
S a n d ! S a n d  !
O O  ^ n E L S o f P l u m  Island Sand.
. * *  TT , by the M asons to be the best
m nsc. t o r  tnlc Hy G . W . L O W E LI
June 10th . 7
It is
article
